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INTRODUCTION

This Pony, or set of translations, was developed to aid students

in their study of the texts in the Reader. Others may wish to use

the English translations as a means of learning something of Somali

culture. While such use is not to be discouraged, it is important

that certain qualifications be understood. First, this volume is

not a systematic and thorough introduction to Somali ethnography.

Second, the information contained in the lessons sometimes tells

more about the attitude of the Somali who wrote the text than about

the culture, history or whatever. In soma cases facts are of ques-

tionable accuracy. However, if one keeps at hand and consults the

first volume's notes in each lesson, it is unlikely that he will be ,

led -ery far astray.
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UNIT I

Literal: Geography-the republic-the somali-the

1,:aglish: The Geography of the Somali Republic



UNIT It

A.

Literal

Where she is at located and the amount she is equal to.

En ish

Location and size.

'LESSON 1

Literal

1. Republic-the somali-the where-it at located [in] horn-the

Africa. 2. Place-the north what-it at is-near gulf-the Aden, east

southern-and sea big-the Indian. 3. Countries [on] sides-the

other there are -near. 4. Countries-those what-it is: Kenya which

[is on] south western is-near and Ethiopia which [is on] place-the

western is-near and country-the somali-the which French-the hold

which [is on] north western is-near.

5. Republic-the somali-the area-her-the [is] two hundred and

six and fifty thousand which[are] miles which square are; what-it-

and there live two million up-to three million which [are] people.

English

1. The Somali Republic is in the Horn of Africa. 2. To the

north lies the Gulf of Aden and to the south east the Indian Ocean.

3. On its other sides are countries. 4. Those countries are: Kenya

to the south west, Ethiopia to the west and French Somaliland to

the north west.

5. The area of the Somali Republic is 256,000 square miles,

and its population is two to three million.
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Questions

1. Is the Somali Republic situated in the Gulf of Aden

(Indian Ocean, Horn of Africa)?

2. Is Kenya (the Somali Republic) situated in the Horn

of Africa?

3. Is the Gulf of Aden to the east (southeast, north) of

the Somali Republic?

14.. Is the Indian Ocean to the west ,(south, southeast) of

the Somali Republic?

5. Is the Somali Republic to the east (south, northwest)

of the Indian Ocean?

6. Is the Somali Republic to the north (east, south) of

the Gulf of Aden?

7. Ice there other countries surrounding the Somali Republic?

8. Is Kenya to the west (northwest, southwest) of the

Somali Republic?

9. Is Ethiopia to the east (south, west) of the Somali Republic?

10. Is French Somaliland to the southwest (northeast,

northwest) of the Somali Republic?

11. Is the Somali Republic to the southwest (northwest,

northeast) of Kenya?

12. Is the Somali Republic to the west (north, east) of Ethiopia?

13. Is the Somali Republic to the northeast (southwest,

southeast) of French Somaliland?

14. Is the area of the Somali Republic 256 (256 million,

256 thousand) square miles?
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15. Do one million to three million (two million to three

million, one million to two million) people live there?

16. Is the .Somali Republic situated in the Gulf of Aden or

the Horn of Africa?

17. Is Kenya or the Somali Republic situated in the Horn of Africa?

18. Is the Gulf of Aden to the north or east of the Somali Republic?

19. Is the Indian Ocean to the southeast or southwest of the

Somali Republic?

20. Is the Somali Republic to the west or south of the Gulf of Aden?

21. Is the Somali Republic to the northeast or northwest of

the Indian Ocean?

22. Is Kenya to the southwest or northwest of the Somali Republic?

23. Is the Somali Republic to the northeast or southeast of Kenya?

21. Is Ethiopia to the east or west of the Somali Republic?

25. Is the Somali Republic to the east or west of Ethiopia?

26. Is French Somaliland to the northwest, or southwest of

the Somali Republic?

27. Is the Somali Republic to the southeast or northeast of

french Somaliland?

28. Is french Somaliland to the southwest or northwest of

the Somali Republic?

29. Is Kenya to the southwest or northwest of the Somali Republic?

30. Is the Gulf of Aden to the west or north of the Somali Republic?

31. Is Ethiopia to the west or north of the Somali. Republic?
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32. Is the area of the Somali Republic 256,000 or

265,000 square miles?

33. Do two million to three million or three million to

five mil 1 1 on people live there?

34. What country is situated in the Horn of Africa?

35. Where is the Somali Republic located?

36. What is located to the north (southeast, southwest,

west, northwest) of the Somali Republic?

37. Where is the Gulf of Aden (the Indian Ocean, Kenya,

Ethiopia, French Somaliland) situated?

38. That is the area of the Somali Republic?

39. How many people live there?
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UNIT I

B.

Literal

Land-the way-the formed-[it- ] is

English

Topography

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Land-the formation -his what-we [it] into divide can [is]

four places. 2. Place-the [which] in-front-being [is] land-the

sea-the to near. 3. Place-the [-which] in-front-being-and

Gaban-the one calls.

b. Place-the second [is] mountains-the Guban-the below-being.

5. Mountains-these themselves linked -are. 6. Mountains-these

[which are] themselves linked Ogo-the one calls.

7. Place-the third [is a] land very big. 8. Land-this [is]

the[-one] sand-the red having which Haud-the one might-call/calls.

10. Place-the fourth-and [is] the[-one] two-the rivers pass.

U. Rivers-these [are] the[-ones] one might- call/calls Juba and

Shabelle. 12. Place-this fourth-and [is] republic-the place-her

southern.

:

,



1. We can divide the country/land into four areas.

2. The first is the land near the sea. 3. The first area is

called the Cuban.

4. The second is the mountains below, i.e to the south

of, the Guban. 5. The mountains form a chain. 6. This chain

of mountains is called the Ogo .

7. The third area is very extensive. 8. This region lies

to the south of, i.e., below, the mountains. 9. And this land

is [the] one which has red sand/soil and which is called the Haud.

10. The fourth region is that [which] the two rivers pass
[through]. 11. These rivers are those called Juba and Shabelle.

12. This fourth area is in the southern part of the Republic.

Questions

1. Is the Somali Republic divided into six (two, four)

geographical areas?

2'. Is the land near the sea called Hand (ko, Cuban)?

3. Is the Guban near the sea?

4; Is the Ogo a river (a chain of mountains)?

5.. Is the Ogo to the west (north, east, south) of the Guban?

6. Is the Guban to the south (northwest, southeast, north)

of the Ogo?

7. Is the chain of mountains to the south of the Cuban

called Haud (oraa)?

8. Is the land with small hills called 01.9. (Guban, Haud)?
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9. Does the Guban (Ogo, Haud) have red soil?

10. Is the land to the south of the mountains called

012. (Guban, Haud)?

11. Does the Guban (ao, Haud) have red soil and small

hills?

12. Does the Haud have high mountains?

13. Is the Haud to the east (south) of the Ma?

14. Is the Juba (Shabelle) a chain of mountains (river)?

15. Are the Juba and Shabelle in the extreme west (east,

north, south) of, the Republic?

16. Is the Somali Republic divided into two or four

geographical areas?

17. Is the land near the sea called. Haud, 912. or Guban?

18. What is the land near, the sea called?

19.- Is the Ogo a river or a chain of mountains?

20. Is the ko to the east or south of the Guban?

21. Is the chain of mountains to the south of the Cuban

called Ogo or Haud?

22. What is the chain of mountains to the south of the

Gub an called?

23. Is the Guban to the west or north of the Oho?

24. Is the land with small hills called Guban, Ogo or Haud?

25. Is red soil found in the Guban, Ogo or Haud?

26. Is the land to the south of the mountains called

Guban or Haud?
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27. What is the land with the red soil and small hills

called?

28. Is the Haud south or west of the Oho?

29. Is the Guban north or south of the Haud?

30. What is the land to the south (north) of the

mountains called?

31. Is the Juba (Shabelle) a chain of mountains or a

river?

32. What are the Juba and Shabelle?

33. Are the Juba and Shabelle in the extreme west or south

of the Republic?

34. what are the two rivers in the extreme south of the

Republic called?

35. Into how many areas can we divide the land?

36. What is the first (second, thi.rd, fourth) area?

37. Ti ere is the Guban (Ozo, liaud)? .

38. What (where) is the fourth area?

39. Where are the Juba and Shabelle located?



LESSON 2

Literal

1. Guban-the pasturage much-the not grows. 2. Guban [is]

land [where] pasturage -much not grows. 3. Guban-the sand much

has. it. Sand-the pasturage much-the not grows.

5. Day-the land-the very not-is.. 6. Wind-the sea-the

toward-speaker land passes. 7. Wind-that night-the land-the

makes-cold-for [the Somalis].

8. Rain-the Guban-the there not much. 9. What is likely

that he year-the six inches which rain is may find. 10. Rain-that

when-it rains month-the October and March.

11. Guban-the place-the southern and place-the western what

is located mountains tall. 12. Mountains-those [are] those very

Guban -the than pasturage much.

English

1. The Guban does not have much pasturage, 2. The Guban is

land where not much pasturage grows. 3. Guban is very sandy.

14.. Not much pasturage grows in the sand.

5. The land is very hot during the day. 6. Wind from the

sea passes over the land. 7. That wind makes the night cool..

8. There is not much rain in the Guban. 9. [The Guban]

may average six inches of rainfall each year. 10. This rain

falls during October and March.

11. There are high mountains to the south and the west of

Guban. 12. These mountains have very much more pasturage than the

Guban has.
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Questions

1. Is the Guban a sandy area?

2. Does the Guban have little (much) vegetation?

3. Is the (Moan cool (hot) !luring the day?

1,. Is the Gaban cool (hot) at night?

5. Is the Cuban cooled by the sea breeze during the day?

6. Is the Guban cooled by the sea breeze at night?

7. Does the Guban get much (little) rain?

8. Does the Cuban get two (four, six) inches of rain a year?

9. Does the rain fall during October and March?

10. Are there high mountains (small hills) to the south and

west (north and east) of the Guban?

11. Do the mountains have more (less) vegetation than the Guban?

12. Does the Guban have more (less) vegetation than the mountains?

13. Does the Guban have much or little vegetation?

14. Does the Guban get much or little rain?

15. Does the Guban get two or six inches of rain a year?

16. Is the Guban cool or hot during the day?

17. Is the Guban cooled by the sea breeze during the day or at night?

18. Are the mountains to the south and west or north and east

of the Guban?

19. Are there high mountains or small hills to the south and

west of the Guban?

20. Do the mountains have more or less vegetation than the Guban?
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21. Does the Guban have more or ].ess vegetation than the

mountains?

22. What kind of area is the Guban?

.23. How much rain does it get?

24. When does the rain fall?

25. What is located to the south and west of the Guban?



LESSON 3

Literal

1. 2E-the mountains tall has. 2. Mountains-the height-their

what-is-likely [is] that-he might reach six thousand which [are]

feet.. 3. Ogo-the Guban-the than pasturage more-is. 4. Ogo-the

what-she finds up-to twenty inches which rain are. 5. Rain-that

especially where-it falls [on] land-the very high. 6. Jilal-the

0E-the very dry-becomes. 7. Group moving-the [in] ao-the [who]

living-and [in] Jilal-the move. 8. Group moving-this [to]

Guban-the or [to] land-the [which] ba.lihs ha they move.

English

1. The OE has high mountains. 2. The height of these

mountains may reach 6,000 feet. 3. The Ogo has more pasturage

than the Cuban. I. The oza.gets up to twenty inches of rain.

5. This rain falls mostly on high ground. 6. During the ilia',

the 222 dries up. 7. During the jilal, the nomads in the 022

move. 8. These nomads go to the Guban or to land that has balibs.

Questions

1. Do the mountains of the OE reach a height of 4,000

(6,000, 8,000) feet?

2. Does the 22o have less (more) vegetation than the Guban?

3. Does the Cuban have more (less) vegetation than the Om?

b. Does the OE get up to 10 (20, 30) inches of rain?

5. Does little (much) rain fall of high ground?



6. Does it rain during the la.2.1?

7. Does the OE dry up during the jilal?

8. Do the nomads in the ao stay there (move) during the jilal?

9. Do the mountains of the 2go reach a height of 6,000 or

8,000 feet?

10. Does the 2ra have more or less vegetation than the Guban?

11. Does the Guban have more or less vegetation than the Ogo?

12. Does the Ogo get up to 10 inches or up to 20 inches of rain?

13. Does more or less rain fall on high ground?

114.. During the jilal, does the Ogo get rain or does it dry up?

15. During the jilal, do the nomads in the Ogo stay there or move?

16. How high are the mountains of the ko?

17. How much rain does the Odo receive?

18. Where does most of this rain fall?

19. What happens to the Oho during the

20. Where do the nomads move during the jilal?
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LESSON it

Literal

1. Haud-the [is] land-the mountains-the below-being.

2. Haud-the trees many has. 3. Trees-these [are] the[-ones]

[that] thorns-the have. 14.. Time-the rain-the falls pasturage

much it has. 5. Time-the a-the group moving-the many-his

place -this live. 6. Faud-the what-he has soil red and hills

small. 7. Balihs [in] Haud-the one digs. 8. Balihs-those

when-it one digs beforeradm-the fall (neg.). 9. Balihs-the

what-it one-for digs so-that animals-the thirst die-may (neg.).

English

1. The Haud is the region south of the mountains.

2. The Haud has many trees. 3. Those trees have thorns.

(i.e., they are the "thorn-bush," a kind of acacia re-

ferred to in the literature.) it. During the rainy season

it produces a lot of pasturage. 5. During the m many of

the nomads live here (in the Haud). 6. The Haud has red

soil and small hills. 7. Balihs are dug in the Haud.

8. Those balihs are dug before the rainy season.

9. Baaihs are dug so that the livestock will not die

of thirst.
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Questions

1. Is the area to the south of the mountains called

Guban (Hand)?

2. Is the Hand to the north (south) of the mountains?

3. Are the mountains to the south (north) of the Haud?

1. Are there many (few) trees in the Haud?

5. Are the trees of the thorny type?

6. Does the Haud have many trees of the thorny type?

7. Is there much (little) pasturage when it rains?

8. Do most of the nomads settle in Haud (Guban)

during the m?

9. Do most of the nomads settle in the Haud

during the jilal (E.)?

10. Are Wills dug in the Hand before (after) the m?

11. Is the area to the south of the mountains called

Guban or Hand?

12. Is the Haud to the north or south of the mountains?

13. Are there many or few trees in the Haud?

14. Is there much or little pasturage in the Hand

when it rains?

15. During then do most of the nomads settle in the

Guban or the Haud?

16. Do most of the nomads settle in the Hand during

the E. or the paal?
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17. Are balihs dug in the H_ aud before or after the m?
18. What is the ares to the south of the mountains called?
19. What grows there?

20. What kind of trees are they?

21. When is there a lot of pasturage?

22. What do most of the nomads do during the ga?

23. Why?

24. What kind of land is the Hand?

25. Utere are balihs dug?

26. When are they dug?

27. Way are they dug?
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LESSON 5

Literal

1. South-the below than different-is [from] republic-the

amount-her-the other. 2. Two -the rivers which [are] Shaba lle

and Juba it republic-the south-her pass. 3. Time-the water

one there not does-not find.

h. Land -the [which] Shabelle [on] sides his is-the

forests much not have. 5. Land-that is one [which] sand has.

6. Trees small-and it has. 7. River-the Juba forests large

place-the southern are -near.

English

I. The extreme South is different from the rest of the

Republic. 2. The two rivers Juba and Shabelle pass through

the South of the Republic. 3. Therefore it has permanent

water.

b. The land around the Shaballe doesn't have many forests.

5. That land is sandy. 6. It has small trees. 7. To the south

of the Juba, there are large forests.

Questions

1. Is the extreme south (north) of the Republic different

from (the same as) tLa other regions mentioned?

2. Are the Juba and Shabelle two rivers (mountains)?

3. Are they in the extreme west (south) of the Republic?

4. Does the extreme south have permanent water?



5. Is the area sround the Shabelle sandy?

6. Does that area have many forests (shrubs)?

7. Are there jungles around the Juba (Shabelle)?

8. Are the jungles to the north (south) of the Juba?

9. Is the extreme south-of the Republic the sane as

or different from the other regions?

3.0. Are the Juba and Shabelle mountains or rivers?

11. Are they in the extreme south or west of the Republic?

12.-Does the area around the Shabelle have more trees or shrubs?

13. Are there jungles around the Juba or around the Shabelle?

14. Are the jungles to the north or south of the Juba?

3.5. How is the extreme south of the Republic different

from the other regions?

16. What pass through it?

17. What kind of land is around the Shabelle?

18. What grows there?

19. What is found around the Juba?

20. In which direction?
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.UNIT. I

C.

Literal

when rain-the rains and when it doesn't-rain

English

Seasons

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Times-the rain rains and times-the it doe6n't rain

what-we into divide can four. 2. Chu the [is] one [of]

times-the rain rains. 3. Gu-the when-it begins [in] month-the

April. 4. Time-that [is] time-the wind-the monsoon-the one

calls begin.

5. Gu-theograss-mach grows. 6. .Animals-the.- [at] time-this

are-born. 7. Milk-the very becomes-much.

8. [in] Gu-the people -the many -his [in the] Haud settle.

9. Some-and [in] OLon..-the settle. 10. Time-this flowers many

come-out. 11. Trees-the leaf-out.

12. Trees-the [which in] Haud-the grow thorns have.

13. Trees-the what-it [is] the one is galol. 14. Rope-the

galol-the [from] inner-bark-his one braids. 15. Hut somali-the

what-it from is-built mats and things other. 16. Stuff-that-and

what one from makes rope-the galol-the.
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1. We can divide the rainy and dry seasons into four.

2. Theu is one of the rainy seasons. 3. The E begins in April.

1.. That is when the monsoon begins.

5. During the a a lot of grass grows. 6. The livestock

give birth at this time. 7. There is a lot of milk.

8. During the a most people settle in the Haud.

9. Some [also] settle in the ao. 10. Many flowers grow at this

time. 11. The trees get leaves.

12. The trees that grow in' the Haud have thorns. 13. One

of those trees is thealol. 14. Rope is made from its inner

bark. 15. Somali huts are made from roof mats and other things.

16. And that stuff (the mats) is made from galol ropes.

Questions

1. How many seasons are there?

2. What is the 27

3. When does it begin?

4. When do livestock give birth?

5. What is plentiful during the zuy

6. Nhat grows at that time?

7. here do most people (i.e., nomads) settle during the fig?

8. What type of trees grow there?

9. Name one.

10. What is the inner bark of this tree used for?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. Ga-the what is-near ria.gah.. 2. Wind [of] hagah-the

[is] wind, [which] strength. has. 3. When-it happens jinj

month-the June or July. 4. [in] hagah-the rain not rains.

5. Time -the, wind-that trees-the and grass-both they dry-up.

6. Then group moving-the mountains-the as-the they to move.

7. Wind-that dust much raises. 8. Land-the which[is] all

dust fills.

English

1 The E. is followed by the hagah. 2. The wind of the

taa.....b. is .a strong wind., 3. It comes in June or July. 14.. There

is.no rain- during riagah. 5. From the wind then both the trees

and grasses dry up. 6. Then the nomads move to the Ogo.

7. That wind raises much dust. 8. Dust fills all the land.

Questions

1. What is the hagah?

2. When does it begin?

3. Does it rain during the hagah?

4. What does the wind do to the trees and grass?

5. Where do some of the nomads go at this time?

6. What does the wind raise?
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LESSON 3

Literal

2, haah-the what is-near dayr. 2. [In] am-the some rain

is rains. 3. Rain-this way-the in a-the rains [is] not as much as.

4. Rain-that when-it begins September or October what-it-and goes

until December or January beginning-her. 5. Some grass is again

[at] time-this grows. 6. Rain-the [during] am-the where-it much

[on] coast-the north.

English

1. amfollows hagah. 2. In the dayr there is some rain.

3. This rain is not as heavy as during the su; 4. That rain

begins in September or October and lasts until December or early

January. 5. Grass grows then. 6. The rain is heaviest on the

north coast.

Questions

1. What follows the hagah?

2. Does it rain during the dar?

3. When does this rain begin?

4. When does it end?

5. Where does most of the rain fall?
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LESSON 4

Literal

1. Jilal-the when-he begins [is] December or January time-thd

(i.e., when) dam-the ands. 2. Jilal-the rain much-the does-not-

rain; land-the-and very cold is. 3. Grass-the and trees-the they

dry-up waters-and they very dimfalish. 4. Time-this nomads

where-they'draw-near-to [is] land-the [which] balihs-the and

catch-basins--the has.

English

1. Jilal begins in December or January when the Alm ends.

2. During jilal there is very little rain, and the land becomes

very cold. 3. Grass, trees, and water dry up. Then the

nomads move 'to' places where there are balihs and catch basins.

Questions

1. When does the jilal begin?

2. When does the amt. end?

3. Is there much rain during the lila?

4. Is it hot or cool?

5. What happens to water during the jilal?

6. What happens to the vegetation?

7. What do the nomads do during the jilal?
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UNIT I

D.

Literal

What one there grows the

English

Crops

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Republic-the somali-the amount-her large things many

which one there grows is-not, 2. Place-the southern which

rivers-the pass what most, ku badan), one there grows.

3. Place-the north land-the amount-the large [is] dried-is.

b. Land-that rain much [is] not found. 5. Rivers [which]

gardens-the one there waters-and [does] not have.

6. Things-the few which place-the north one there grows

what the one is sor ghum -the. 7. Maize and some vegetables

are-and one there grows. 8. Maize-the and sorghum-the what

grows people-the villages-the dwell. 9. Villages-the what-they

to near-are towns-the.

10. %ere food-the mainly, (ad...u) one there grows

amount-the between-being Hargeisa and Borama. 11. Amount-the

small which produce is-and [on] valleys-the sides-their one

there grows.
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English

1. In most parts of the Republic not many things are grown.

2. It is in the south where the rivers run that the most is grown.

3. Most of the land in the north is too dry. 4. Little rain falls
there. 5. There are no rivers to irrigate the crop plots.

6. One of the few things which grows in the north is sorghum.

7. Maize and some produce are also grown there. 8. They are

grown by people who live in villages. 9. The villages are close

to the towns.

10. The food (maize and sorghum) is grown mainly in the area

between Hargeisa and Borama. 11. In addition small amounts of

produce are grown- along the sides of valleys.

Questions

1. Where are most of the crops grown in the Somali

Republic?

2. Why is this?

3. Why is the northern region dry?

I. What are some things grown in the north?

5. -Where are maize and sorghum grown?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. [In] place-the southern [where] two-the rivers which [are]

Juba and Shabelle pass what one there grows, what most,(u ku badan),

[is] bananas-the. 2. Bananas-the, amount-the country-the

inside-his one there might-use except, amount-the other what one

sends land-the Italian-the. 3. [Of] that which,(wah), [in]

country7the one there grows, [of] that which one sends-and, what

[there] is[is] bananas-the. 4. Produce, [than] amount-the

[in] place-the north one there grows, quantity, (tiro),

more, (ka badan), and varieties, (no9a9yo), more one there,

(in the south),grows. 5. Produce-the what the one is,

tomatoes-the and mangoes-the and oranges-the. 6. Sorghum and

maize-also [in some] places one there, (in the south),grows.

English

1. In the south, where the two rivers are, mostly bananas

are grown. 2. Except for the amount used within the country,

bananas are exported to Italy. 3. Of that which is grown in the

country, bananas are the things exported. 14. The produce grown

in the south is greater in quantity and variety than that grown

in the north. 5. Among the kinds of produce are tomatoes, mangoes,

and oranges. 6. Sorghum and maize are also grown some places in

the south.
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Questions

1. What is the principle crop grown in the south?

2. What other crops are grown there?

3. Are more varieties of fruits and vegetables grown

in the north or in the south?

1i. To what country are bananas exported?

5. What other things that are grown are exported?
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UNIT I

E.

Literal

Livestocks-the rearing-their

English_

Animal Husbandry

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Livestock-the somali-the rear what is camels and

sheep-and-goats and cows. 2. Camels and sheep-and-goats who

raises nomads. 3. Cows-the where one there at raises places-the

time every one settled-is. 4. Camels and sheep-and-goats

amount-their great where one at raises Haud-the and Oho-the

place-her southern.

5. Lands-those mountains tall not have. .6. Guban-the

and Ocio-the place-her southern-and is there pasturage most-are.

7. Camel-the mountains-the for not suited-being because he

there can't-walk-on-sharp-ground.

English

1. The livestock which Somalis raise includes camels, sheep,

goats and cattle. 2. Nomads raise camels and sheep and goats.

3. Cattle are raised in places of permanent settlement. A

large amount of sheep and goats and camels are raised in the Haud

and in the southern portion of the as.



5. Those places have no high mountains. 6. The most

pasturage is in the athan and the southern 2m, 7. Camels are

not suited for the mountains because they can not walk on sharp

ground.

Questions

1. What kinds of livestock do the Somalis raise?

2. Which kinds are raised by the nomads?

3. Which ones are kept in permanent settlements?

4. Where are most of the cattle and sheep raised?

5. Why?
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.
LESSON 2

Literal

1. Somalis-the what-they cattle call grass and water

live-on-ers so [they from] the [one] not go-far land-the

water-the has. 2. Then land-the berkeds-the and balihs-the

has one there raises [cattle]. 3. Camel-the month be-waterless

can sheep-the and goats-the [which] time two 'until three weeks is.

English

1. Somalis call cattle grass-and-water-live-on-ers so they

do not go far from the land with water. 2. Then they (cattle)

are raised on the land with catch-basins and reservoirs.
,

3. Camels can be waterless for a month while sheep and goats

can for two or three weeks.

Questions

1. What do Somalis say about cattle?

2. Where are cattle raised?

3. How long can camels stay without water?

4. How long can sheep and goats stay without water?



Literal

wild-animals-the one there finds-the

English

Fauna

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Republic-the place-her southern and place-her north place

where live animals [which] sort[s] are. 2. Two-those divisions

one-the [is] republic-the place-her north which not rain-the much

find, water-the much-and not have. 3. Place-the other-and [is]

land-the two-the rivers have which place-the southern is.

11.. [In] place-the southern [there is] pasturage, and water

much-is [than in] place-the north. 5. Animals -the water-the

much need region-the one there finds.

Eh h
1. Fauna of different kinds inhabit the southern and

northern portions of the Republic.(i.e., there are two eco-

logical regions in the Republic.) 2. Of the two areas the

north has little rain or [surface] water. 3. The other area,

in the south, has two rivers. 4. The south has more grass

land and [surface] water than the north. 5. Those animals

which require substantial amounts of water are found there

[in the south].
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Questions

1. Where are the animals in the Somali Republic found?

2. Into how many parts can the Republic be divided

when one looks at the animals which are there?

9

3. What are these parts?

1. Which area receives more later?.

5. Why?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. Place-the north fauna-the lives which [are] those water

without-the reflexive, (is ka), not-hold can, what the few, (mi),

is: lion-the, hyena-the, leopard-the, and fox-the. 2. Beasts-those

amount-the large [in] Haud-the and 2E-the are. 3. Ogo-the not

.many animals-those because 012.-the mountainous very, (badan) is..

14. Amount-the small which [in] Ogo -the live where-they are [in]

place-the southern. 5. All-their what-they very even more than

[elsewhere] are [in] Haud-the. 6. What-it others which [in]

Haud-the live [are: ] monkey-the, ostrich-the, gazelle-the, and

dikdik-the. 7. Dikdik-the and monkey-the [in] Ogo -the and

Guban-the-and. one there finds. 8. Cuban -the very hot-is;

grazing much-and not have. 9. Groups many which settled-and not

are, animals-and what small one there finds. 10. The-ones what

the few is: fox-the and hyena-the and lion -the,. 11. What place

every one finds lizard-the and tail bent-the (scorpion) and

spider-the and snake-the.

English

1. In the north live the animals which can go without water;

a few of them are: lion, hyena, leopard, and fox. 2. The majority

of them remain in the Haud and the Oho. 3. Not many of those

animals are in the Ogo because the Ogo is very mountainous,

(i.e., the animals listed are savannah animals.) b. A few of the

animals living in the Sao are in the southern part thereof.
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5. There are even more in the Haud than elsewhere. 6. Others that

live in the Haud include monkeys, the ostrich, gazelles, and the

dikdik. 7. The dikdik and monkey are found also in the OE and

Guban. 8. The Guban is very hot and does not have much grazing.

9. There are not many settlements [in the Guban], and few animals

are found there. 10. Some of these are the fox, the hyena and

the lion. 11. The lizard, the scorpion, the spider and the snake

are found everywhere.

Questions

1. What are some animals that don't need much water?

2. Where do they live?

3. What are some other animals that live in the' Haud?

14.. Why are there few wild animals in the Guban?

5. Name some that are found there.

6. Which animals. can be found everywhere?
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LESSON 3

Literal

1. Land-the [which] rivers-the nearness-their, [which]

wild-animals kind other is one there finds. 2. Animals -those

[are] some water much and pasturage good need. 3. The-ones

what the few is: elephant-the and crocodile-the and hip-

popotamus-the and rhinoceros-the and 'monkey-the anct. zebra-the.

1.. What-it is some [which] rivers nearness-their and [in]

place-the north one -there finds. 5. The-ones what the few

are: lion-the and leopard-the.

English

1. Another kind of animal is found in the region near the

rivers. 2. Some of those animals require abundant water and

good grazing. 3. Among those are: elephant, crocodile,

hippopotamus, rhinoceros, monkey. and zebra. 4. Some of them

are found both near the rivers and in the north. 5. Those

are the lion and leopard.

Questions

1. What kind of animals are found in the area

around the rivers?

2. Name some of these.

3. Which animals are found in both the north and

the south?



UNIT II

The Nomads
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UNIT II

The Nomads

LESSON 1

Literal

1. [In] country-the somali-the people-the [who] live

of-each/every-hundred, (boqol ka i ba), up-to seventy-about,

(i.e.labout seventy percent) nomads are. 2. Nomads-the [are]

people-the [who in] Bush-the live and livestock-the raise.

3. Life-their what-it tied-to-is [is] livestock-the [which]

they raise. 4. [A] place [in] land -the [where] they life-is

is and-which, (o), time every rain finds [there] is-no.

5. Then whichever, (kol ba), place-the rain little-the rains

they move. 6. Livestock-the [which] they raise what-it is:

camels-the and sheep-the and goats-the and cattle-the.

7. Somalis-the many-their-the camels-the and sheep-and-goats-the

they raise.

1. Of the people who live in the Somali country about seventy

percent are nomads. 2. The nomads are the people who live in the

Bush and raise animals. 3. Their life revolves around the animals

they raise. 4. In the land in which they live, there is no place

that gets rain all the time. 5. Hence, they move to wherever a

little rain falls. 6. The animals they raise are camels, sheep,

goats, and cows. 7. Most of the Somalis raise camels and sheep/goats.



Questions

1. What percentage of the Somali people are nomads?

2. Where do the nomads live?

3. What do they raise?

I. Why do the nomads move?

5. What are the animals that the nomads raise?
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LESSON 2

Caption

Literal: Huts-the Nomads-the

English: The Nomads, Houses

Literal

1. Hats-the [which] nomads-the build [are] huts

whatever, (kol ba), place they to move tote can. 2. Huts-the

parts-the one takes-apart male-camels one onto loads when one

moves; when one camps-and part-the camels-the one takes-off

[and] one builds.

3. Huts-those how-they all-are what one [them] of makes

trees-the and cut-grass-the and dur-the [which in] country-the

grows. b. Trees-the inner-bark-their what one of [it] makes

ropes-the; branches-their-Pnd what one of [them] makes poles

and curved-poles. 5. 9owsas-the what one [it] of makes

kinds-the [of] grass-the one [which] one [of] is.

6. Alol-the-and dur-the one [it] of makes. 7. Inner-bark-the

. kebeds-the-and one makes. 8. Curved-poles-the as, (sxda),

bows-the one makes and ground-the one on causes-to-stand-up.

9. Poles-the below-the hold. 10. kebeds-the curved-poles-the

top-the one en-tops; 9owsas-the and alols-the what one [them]

over-puts sides-the. 11. Huts-the canvas or hide top-the one

puts-over so that, (si...u), rain-the keep -away.



1. The huts that the nomads build are huts that they can

move to wherever they go. 2. The huts are dismantled and put

on camels, backs when moving; when settling they are unloaded

from the camels and reassembled.

3. Those huts are made entirely from the trees, grass and

dur that grow in the country. 4. Ropes are made from the inner

bark of trees and [straight] poles and curved poles from their

branches. 5. 9awsas is made from a kind of grass. 6. Alol is

made from dur. 7. Kebeds are made from the inner bark [of trees].

8. Curved poles are made in the form of bows and stuck into the

ground. 9. Poles support them from below. 10. Kebeds are placed

over the curved poles; 9ewses and alol are placed on the sides.

11. Canvas or hide is put over the tops of the huts to keep

out rain.

Questions

1. What kind of houses do the nomads build?

2. What do they do with their houses when they move?

3. From what things are the houses made?

). From what are ropes made?

5. From what are 991rTSGS made?

6. From what are alol made?

7. From what are kebdo Made?

8. How are the aigo made?

9. What supports the 81E2?

10. What is put on top of the La?
11. Where are 9ewsas and alol put?
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LESSON 3

Their Life

Literal

1. Nomads when-they get-up [in] morning-the first, [i.e., early];

[at] 'time-that they livestock-the milk. 2. Men-the camels-the he

milks; women-the-and sheep-and-goats-the. 3. Cattle-the women-the

and men-the both, [ka...ba], they milk. L. Then they milk-the

drink and they tea-and, if-they have [any] brew, they animals-the

release, (i.e., turn out to pasture).

5. Camels-the who herds men, sheep-and-goats-the-and women.

6. Boys-the young-the-and what is likely [is] that they sometimes

sheep-and-goats-the herd. 7. Cattle-the men or women herd.

8. Camel-the places-the far he to pasture goes,

sheep-and-goats-the but not fars. 9. Sheep-the and goats-the

one together, [is ku] herds [them] and one together raises [them].

10. Animals-the when one brings-to-shelter-for-night [at] sun

fall-the; then again-and one milks.

11. [At] night-the what one eats [is]' meat or maize or

sorghum or, rice. 12. Maize-the and sorghum-the and rice-the

what one on [it] adds ghee and milk.
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English

1. The nomads get up early in the morning and then milk their

animals. 2. The men milk the camels and the women milk the sheep

and goats. 3. Both men and women milk the cows. 14.. When they have

drunk the milk and brewed some tea, if they have any, they turn

the animals out to pasture (let the animals go).

5. The camels are herded by men and the sheep and goats by

women. 6. Sometimes young boys might also herd the sheep and

goats. Cattle are herded by either men or women.

8. The camels go long distances for pasture but the sheep

and goats don't go far. 9. Sheep and goats are raised and cared

for together. 10. The animals are brought home at sunset and

milked again.

11. At night meat, maize, sorghum or rice are eaten.

12. Ghee and milk are added to the maize, sorghum and rice.

Questions

1. When do the nomads get up?

2. Then what do they do?

3. Who milks the camels?

4. Who milks the sheep?

5. Who milks the cows?

6. After milking the animals, what do the nomads do?

7. What do they eat in the morning?
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8. What do they eat at night?

9. Who herds the camels?

10. Who herds the sheep and goats?

11. Who herds the cattle?

12. Which animals go long distances for pasture?

13. Are sheep and goats raised together or ore they

raied separately?

14. When are the animals brought home?

15. What else is done at this time?



LESSON 14.

Caption

Literal: Way-the ghee-the one makes the

English: How Ghee is Made

Literal

1. Ghee-the what eons makes [it of] milk-the

sheep-and-goats-the and Milk-the cows-the. 2. When

livestock-the one milks, milk-the au one into puts and [in]

place one puts it until part-the sours. 3. When they (milk

is plural) curdle, one shakes until milk-the and butter-the

separate. 14.. Then butter-the which [ on] top-the sits one

from removes han-the. 5. Butter-the one collects until [it]

becomes-much. 6. After-its-and one fries; then he,

[bur9edka], which liquid is han other or tin one into puts.

7. Ghee-that not bad-becomes and when one wants food-the

one to add can. 8. Nomads-the ghee-the amount-his much make

afterwards-and towns-the in sell [it].



paglish

1. Ghee is made from sheep and goat's milk and cow's milk.

2. When the livestock is milked, the milk is poured into a ail

and stored till it sours. 3. When it curdles, it is shaken

till the butter and the milk separate. 4. Then the butter,

which is on the top, is removed from the ban. 5. The butter

is collected until there is a lot of it. 6. After that it

is cooked (fried) and poured into another han or a tin in

liquid form. 7. This ghee does not spoil and can be added

to food whenever desired. 8. The nomads make most of the

ghee and then sell it in the towns.

Questions

1. From what is ghee made?

2. What is done with the fresh. milk?

3. After the milk sours, what is done with it?

4. What is done with the butter?

5. When enough butter is collected, what is

done with it then?

6. Who makes most of the ghee?

7. What do they do with it?
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LESSON 5

Cain

Literal: Ahmed and camel-the

English: Ahmed and the Camel

Literal

1. Look-at Ahmed. 2. Look-at Ahmed who runs. 3. Run, Ahmed,

run. b. Ahmed very is-fast. 5. Ahmed is boy big.

6. Look-at camel-the. 7. Camel-the is big-is. 8. Look-at

,Ahmed who camel-the toward is-running. 9. look-at Ahmed who

camel-the is-hitting/beating. 10. Look-at camel-the which Ahmed

kicked. 11. Look-at Ahmed who himself on urinated.

English

1. See Ahmed. 2. See Ahmed run. 3. Run, *Ahmed, run.

4. Ahmed can run fast. 5. Ahmed is a big boy.

6. See the camel. 7. The camel is big. 8. See Ahmed run

toward the camel. 9. See Ahmed hit the camel. 10. See the

camel kick.Ahmed. 11. See Ahmed wet his pants.



The Religion of the Somali People
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UNIT III

The Religion of the Somali People

LESSON 1

Literal

Lessons such as this which are very straightforward will

not be rendered literally. Students should make their own

literal translations and bring them to class.

English

1. The religion of the Somali people is the religion of Islam.

2. The Somali government is built upon the religion of Islam.

3. The person who has another religion is allowed to practice

his religion in Somalia. 4. The Somali people who do not hold

Islam are very few. 5. The few who are not Moslems are Christian.

6. Such people are most numberous in the south of the Republic.

7. Most of the people who have other religions are foreigners.

Questions

1. What is the religion of the Somali people?

2. Are there people in the Somali Republic who are

-not muslim6?

3. Are there many of these people?

4. Are most of them Somalis or foreigners?

5. What is their religion?

6. Are they allowed to practice their religion?

7. In what part of the Republic do most of them live?
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LESSON 2

Caption

Literal: Prayer -the one prays the

English: Prayers

Literal

1. Moslems-the when-they pray five times day-the ever::.

2. Pray every when one prays where one faces Mecca. 3. When one

prays-and one is not allowed, (la is u ma ogola), that one

should-talk, (hadlo). 14. Quran-the which alone is one reads.

5. Man-the prayer-the people-the prays what one calls imam.

6. Imam-the where-he himself standsup people-the other who

praying-are front-their. 7. People-the other who praying-are-and

line they themselves, (is), stand-up imam-the behind-his.

8. Imam-the prayer-the begins he-and ends.

English

1. Moslems pray five times every day. 2. During every

prayer they face Mecca. 3. When they are praying no talking

is allowed. 11.. Only the Quran/Koran is read. 5. The man

who lowis the prayers is called an imam. 6. The imam stands

before the people who are praying. 7.. The people who are

praying stand in a line behind the imam. 8. The imam begins

the prayers and he ends them.



Questions

1. How many times do Muslims pray each day?

2. When they are prayingl'what direction do the people face?

3. Is talking allowed during prayer?

4. What is the man callPd who leads the prayers?

5. Where does the imam stand?

6. Where do the people stand?

7. Who begins the prayers and ends them?
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LESSON 3

Caption,

Literal: ritual-washing-the

English: Ritual Washing

Literal

1. Before person-the prayer-the begins must, (wa rn-),

body-his clean be. 2. Then before must body -his which all

wash teeth-brushing-the and after-and ritual-washing-the begins.

3. [In] ritual-washing-the what-he firsts crotch-washing-the.

4. Then person-the having-washed-crotch-the must fingers-washing-the.

5. After-and must arm right wash arm left-and do next. 6. Then

must face-tho and ears-tne wash. 7. Then [when] part-that [is]

finishing must leg-the right wash afterwards leg-the left.

8. When-he legs-the washes must up-to knee-the wash.

9. When arms-the wash-and must up-to elbow wash. 10. Face-the

when person-that wash-and must gargle-the.

English

1. Before a person starts praying, his body should be clean.

2. He should wash all of his body, brush his teeth and then start

waysaysi;

3. The beginning of wayseysi is washing the crotch. 1i. After

washing the crotch, a person should wash his fingers. 5. After

that he should wash his right arm and then his left arm. 6. Then

he should wash his face and his ears. 7. When he finish's that,

he should wash his right leg and then his left leg.
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8. When he is washing the feet, he should wash up to the

knees. 9. When he is washing the arms, he should wash up to

the elbows. 10. When he is washing the face, he should also

gargle.

Questions

1. What do people do before prayilig?

2. Why?

3. What part, of the body does one wash first during waysaysi?

11.. What should one wash after that?

5. After washing the arms (face and ears, legs) what should

one wash?

6. What should one do while washing the face?
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. LESSON 4

Literal

1. Prayer each what consists-of-is two or three or four

sections. 2. Section-the every person-the when praying-is

Mecca faces. 3. Arm-his right his left on- top -of and Koran/

Quran-the suras-his one he-reads/recites. 1. Then he-bows.

5. Then he kneels and forehead-the two times earth.z.the touches.

6. While he -bows, Allahu akbar he repeats. 7. Bow-the third

after-his he stands-up and portion-the next-the begins.

8. Section-the every [a] sura [which] separate is he- reads/

recites.

English

1. Each prayer consists of two, three or four sections.

2. In performing each section the person praying stands facing

Mecca. 3. He folds his right arm over his left arm and recites

a surer from the Koran/Quran. 4. He then bows once. 5. Then he

kneels and bows twice more, touching his forehead to the ground.

6. While bowing, he repeats Allahu akbar. 7. After the third

bow he rises to his feet and begins the next section. 8. For

each section a different sura is recited.
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Questions

1. Hag many parts does each prayer nave?

2. What are these parts called?

3. What direction does a person face while praying?

4. Does .1a stand or kneel to begin each rak9ed?

5. What does he do with his arms?

6. What does he recite while standing?

7. How many times does he bow while standing?

8. Then what does he do?

9. How many times does he bow-while kneeling?

10. What does he repeat while bowing?

1L After bowing three times, what does he do?

12. Does he recite the same sera or a different one for

each rak9ed?
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LESSON 5

Caption

Litei.-al: Prayers-the one prays the

English: The Prayers

literal

1. Prayer-the ['which] first-is when one [it] prays morning

early before sun-the comes-up. 2. Prayer-the what one [it] calls

prayer-the morning and two rak9ads. 3. Prayer-the second. when

one [it] prays [at] noon-the. ii.. Prayer-the what one calls

prayer-the noon and four rak9ads. .5. Prayer-the third when one

prays afternoon when hour four and half about (17.2 melaha) is.

6. Prayer-this three rak9ads what-and one calls prayer-the

afternoon. 7. Prayer-the fourth when one prays sun sets and

four rak9ads .what-and one calls prayer-the dusk. 8. Prayer-the

fifth when one prays night when hour up-to eight-the is.

9. Prayer-the what one calls prayer-the dinner and four Y.'ak9ads.

English

1. The first prayer is said early in the morning before the

sun rises. 2. This prayer is called the morning prayer and consists

of two rak9ads. 3. The second prayer is said at noon. b. This

prayer is called the noon prayer and is four rak9ads. 5. The third
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prayer is said in the late afternoon around 4:30. 6. This

prayer is three rak9ads and is called the afternoon prayer.

7. The fourth prayer is said around sunset; it is four rak9ads

and is called the evening prayer. 8. The fifth prayer is said

at night around 8 p.m. 9. This prayer is called the dinner

prayer and is four rak9ads.MNI.iiMMII1~D

Questions

1. When is the first (second, third, fourth, fifth)

prayer said?

2. What is it called?

3. How long is it?
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LESSON 6

Caption

Literal: Places-the one at prays the (Mosques-the)

English: Places for prayer .(Mosques)

Literal

1. Moslems-the one allowed-is place-the [which] they like

that they at pray if place-that clean is. 2. But what [is] good

[is] if mosque near-is that-they there pray.

3. Women-the time-the much not go mosques-the but when-bhey

go place-the back-being they there pray. 4. Time-the much

houses-their they in pray.

5. Mosques-the some-and [are] buildings some-and are-not.

6. People-the not-they mosques-the near-by-not-be-the where-they

pray [is in] places [for] prayer-the one "enfences." 7. When [a]

place clean-they, they stones and branches small sides-the around

put. 8. Mosques-the one not allowed that shoes one with enters.

9. What is likely [is] that-they shoes-the dirt hold.

English,

1. Muslims are permitted to pray in any place they wish if

that place is clean. 2. But it is better if there is a mosque

nearby to pray there.

3. Women seldom go to the mosque, but when they do, they go

to a place in the back and pray there. 4. Most of the time they

pray at home.
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5. Some mosques are buildings and some are not. 6. People who

do not have mosques nearby pray in places which they have fenced

off. 7. After they clean a place they put stones and small

branches, around its sides. 8. Shoes are not permitted in the

mosque. 9. It_is.likely that shoes carry dirt.

Questions

1. What are the places called to which it is preferable

for .Muslims to go to pray?

2. Are all mosques buildings?

3. How are mosques which are not buildings made?

4. What may not be taken into any mosques?

5. Why?

6. Is it required of Muslims to always pray in mosques?

7. Where else may they pray?
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LESSON 7

Mosques

Literal

1. Mosques-the way-the [i.e., like ] buildings-the other (ma.)
. -

brick or stone one of builds. 2. Mosque-the when outside-the one

is what one by knows [is] minaret -his. tall. 3. Minaret-the [is]

place-the one from calls-prayers. 4. What [it is is] place-the

stands man-the [who] mu?a.dxn-the one calls and when [time for]

prayer [it] is people-the together, (is u ku.), [he] calls.

5. Mosques-the inside -his rooms not have, chairs, located-and

not exist. 6. [There is a] roam very big which pillars has and

mats or carpets down spread -are. 7. Mosques-the what-they having-are

[is] pipes water-the [which] one with might-bath [ritually] one out.

pours. 8. Those not pipes-the having-be-the -and what one there

puts [are] tin s [which] water of full-are.

9. Mosques-the what one builds way they Mecca toward face.

English

1. Mosques, like other buildings, are built of bricks or

stones. 2. The mosque is identified by its tall minaret.

3. The minaret is where prayers are called. 4. The person

called the mu?adin stands there and calls people to prayer when

the time to say prayers approaches.

5. There are no rooms or chairs inside the mosque.

6. It is a big room with pillars and furnished with mats or carpets.

7. [Some] mosques have running water for ritual cleansing. 8. Those

that don't have running water have tins full of water.

9. The mosques are built so that they face Mecca.
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Questions

1. Of what are mosques constructed?

2. How may a mosque be identified (known)?

3. What is a minaret?

4. Who calls the people to prayer?

5. What is the inside of a mosque like?

6. What is done with the water in the mosques?

7. Which direction do mosques face?
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LESSON 8

Caption

Literal: things-the [which] religion-the forbids

English: Religious Prohibitions

Literal

1. Things-the [which] religion-the prohibits what some,(ka mid)

are: alcohol-the drinking-his and pork-the eating-his. 2. Man-the

[who] Moslem-the is what one [him] to forbids [is] that-he alcohol

by becomes-drunk lest when prayer-his might-forget or lest errors

when praying-is. 3. Meat-the pork-the-and one is not permitted [to]

Moslems-the that-they eat because pork-the what-it having-is

sicknesses many.

h. Dogs-the touching-their-and [is] forbidden especially

mouth-their and back-their when-they wet-are. 5. Man-the [who]

touches must, (wa in-), seven times hands-his soap and sand

with clean.

English

1. Some of the things prohibited by religion are the drinking

of alcohol and the eating of pork. 2. A moslem might get drunk on

alcohol and then, miss his prayers or make a mistake in saying them

when he is praying. 3. Moslems are not allowed to eat pork because

pigs have many diseases.

4. Touching dogs is prohibited, especially on the mouth, on

the back and when they are wet. 5. The peison who touches a dog

must wash his hands with soap and sand seven times.
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Questions

1. What are three things prohibited by Islam?

2. Why are Moslems not allowed to eat pork?

3. Why are Moslems not allowed to drink alcohol?

h. What must a person do if he touches a dog?
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LESSON 9

Literal

1. Month-the Ramadan [is] month-the [during which] they

Moslems-the fast. 2. Month-the which all one is-not-allowed

that [in] day-the something one might-eat. 3. People-the when -they

something eat [is at] night-the.

4. Food-the [which] last-being when one [it] eats [in]

morning-the early before prayers-are-called. 5. Food -the [which]

last-being what one calls suhur. 6. Suhur-the after -and one fasts

day-the which all until sun-the sets. 7. Even that cigarette one

smokes one is-not-permitted. 8. Day-the places-the something one

at might-eat all government-the closes. 9. Hours-the one might-

work-and one shortens.

10. When [in] afternoon-the sun-the sets something one eats.

11. Time-that early what one eats [is] food which small. 12. Food-

that small what one calls afur. 13. Afur-the ,after -and what-the

one wants one eats.

English

1. The month of Ramadan is the month during which Moslems fast.

2. Throughout the month eating during the day is not allowed.

3. [Instead] people eat at night.

4. The last meal is eaten in the early morning before the call

to prayer. 5. The last meal is called suhur. 6. After the suhur

one fasts all day until sunset. 7. Even smoking is prohibited.

8. During the day all eating places are closed by the government.
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9. Also working hours are shortened.

10. In the afternoon when the sun sets something is eaten.

11. That early meal is light. 12. That light meal is called

afur. 13. After the afur one eats whatever one wants.

Questions

1. What is Ramadan?

2. At what times are eating and drinking not allowed?

3. When is eating allowed?

11.. When is the last meal eaten?

5. What is -the lalt meal called?

6. What does one do after suhur?

7. What else besides eating and drinking is not allowed

during the day?

8. Are eating places open during the day?

9. What does the government do to the working hours

at that time?

10. When does one eat again?

11. What is the first meal in the evening called?

12. Is it heavy or light?

13. What does one eat after the afur?
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LESSON 10

Caption

Literal: Times-the [by] religion-the one is-given-leave

English: Religious holidays

Literal

1. Ids-the what-they some are [is] times-the [by] religion-the

one is-given-leave. 2. One what one calls [is] id ander and

[it is] when month-the Ramadan ends. 3. Id-the [an]other -and what

one calls [is] id aladha which id alfidar-the two months and hc.lf

follows.

Ii. [For] id every what one takes-leave [are] two days.

5. Two-the ids-the person every clothes-his best, (u ku wanagsan)

puts on, (so tx8a), [on] day-the-and group/family every one

[which a] sheep /goat is they kill and food good one eats.

6. Day other which one takes-leave [is] mirac -the.

7. Mirac-the [is] day-the Prophet-the heavens-the went and God

saw, (so arkey).

8. Day-the other which one takes-leave-and [is] day-the

Prophet-the was-born. 9. Day-the Prophet-the was-born

id almawlid-and one calls.
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Eng lish

1. The ids are some of the times that holidays are taken that

have to do with religion. 2. One of than is id alfidar and it is

when the month of Ramadan ends. 3. The other id is called id

aladha acid it comes two and a half months after id alfidar.

4. People take two days vacation for each id. 5. In the

two ids everybody puts on his best clothes; and during the day

every family kills a sheep/goat and good food is eaten.

6. Another day for vacation is mirac. 7. The mirac is the

day when the Prophet ascended into the skies and saw God.

8. Another day for vacation is the Prophet's birthday.

9. The Prophet's birthday is also called id alraawlid.

Questions

1. What are the ids?

2. How many ids are there?

3. What are their names?

4. Ulan does id alfidar come?

5. When does id aladha come?

6. What do people do during the ids?

7. What is mirac?

8. What is another important holiday?

9. What else is the Prophet's birthday called?



UNIT IV

Education
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LESSON 1

Literal

1. [Inj Somalia children-the when [it is], (a), five or six

existence, (c/r 'years!), is then, (m), one into adds Quranic-

school-the. 2. When [it is] that [it is] two years [at the]

shortest, (u ku 22E), is [in] Quranic-schools-the in they-be,

then, (an), school one [them] into adds. 3. What [there] is

[is] three school [of] which each one, (u mid we_] bi), four

years takes. 4. The [one which] one with begins what one calls

elementary; the [one] next-and, (ku !ixgana), what one calls

intermediate. 5. The third-and what one calls secondary.

6. When they time -the' finish, student-the wants that they

university enter outside-the one to sends. 7. Yet universities

one not built [in] republic-the somali-the. 8. The ones learning

best, (u ku. wenagsan) only one sends.

English

1. In Somalia, children are sent to (1t in ") Quranic

schools when they are about five to six years old. 2. They are then

sent to [regular] school when they have been at least two years in

the Quranic school. 3. There are three types of schools, and each

of them takes four years. 4. The beginning one is called elementary,

and the second one is called intermediate. 5. The third one is

called secondary.

6. When they finish that, students who want to go to a univer-

sity are,sent abroad. 7. Universities have not yet been built in

the Somali Republic. 8. Only those with the best studies (grades)

are sent abroad.
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Questions

1. How old are Somali children when they are sent to

the Quranic schools?

2. How long do they stay there?

3. Where are the children sent after the Quranic schools?

4. How many types of [regular] schools are there?

5. What is the beginning one called?

6. What is the second school called?

7. What is the third one called?

8. Are there universities in the Somali Republic?

9. What do students do who want to go to a university?

10. Which students are sent abroad?
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LESSON 2

Caption

Literal: Quranic-schools-the

English: Quranic Schools

Literal

1. [In] Quranic-schools-the what one there teaches [is]

Quran-the and language Arabic-the. 2. Student-the what one

teaches [is] how, (sida), language Arabic-the one writes one

reads-and. 3. Girls-the and boys-the [in] Quranic-schools

from one [another] separate are when one [them] there teaches.

it. Before [regular-] school enter child every, [foe] two years

[in] luranic-school-the stays. 5. Quranic-schools-the govern-

ment-t1:1:::- not has and who [them (schools)] opens men or women

[who] language Arabic-the and Quran-the very [well] know.

6. What-they student-the from take [is] money not very much.

English

1. The Quran and Arabic are taught in the Quranic schools.

2. Students are taught how to read and write Arabic. 3. Boys and

girls are taught in separate Quranic schools. 4. Every student

normally stays about two years in a Quranic school before he enters

the [regular] schools. 5. Quranic schools do not belong to the

government, but they are opened by men or women who know Arabic

and the Quran very well. 6. They take a small tuition from the

students.
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Questions

1. What things are taught in the Quranic schools?

2. Are boys and girls taught in the same Quranic schools?

3. How long must every student stay in the Quranic school

before he enters elementary school?

4. Do Quranic schools belong to the government?

5. Who runs the Quranic schools?

6. Do the students have to pay?



LESSON 3

Caption

Literal: Elementary

. English: Elementary Schools

Literal

1. Elementary school-the when-they students-the enter [is]

when it, (92), age-their eight about, (izza meleha), is, how-

long, (well --), - and -they there stay [is] four years. 2. [In]

school-this what one there begins [is] mathematics-the and

language English-the and geography-the and history-the. 3. [In]

Republic-the place-the north [in] schools-these what everything

[in] language Arabic [is] one in teaches. 4. [In] place-the

southern-and part great [of] what one teaches [is in] language

Italian-the. 5. [In] schools-these [from] students money [from]

them one not needs-requires.

English

1. Students enter the elementary schools when they are about

eight years old, and they stay there for four years. 2. Math, the

English language, geography, and history are started in these

schools. 3. In these schools in the North of the Republic, every-

thing is taught in Arabic. 4. And in the South, most things are

taught in Italian. 5. No tuition is required in these schools.
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Questions

1. At what age do students enter the elementary schools?

2. How long do they stay there?

3. What is taught in elementary schools?

4. In the North of the Republic, in what language

is everything taught?

5. In the South what language is used for instruction?

6. Is tuition required in the elementary schools?
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LESSON 4

Literal

Intermediate

1. School-the intermediate-the [is] four years. 2. Schools-

these what one there teaches things-the [in] schools-the

elementary-the one there wed-to-teach, (tat czray), science-the

which here, (halkan), is begun except. 3. Things-the taught, (la

am) , which all and here [in] what one there teaches language

English -the or language Italian-the. it. Schools-these some-their

far-are [from] towns-the students-the food and place [where] they

sleep [at] school one there gives.

money one from takes.

5. Schools-these student-the

English

Intermediate Schools

1. Intermediate schools are four years. 2. Except for science,

which is started here, subjects that were taught in. elementary

schools are also taught here. 3. Everything that is taught here

is taught in either English or Italian. 4. Some of these schools

are far from the towns and the students are given food and lodging.

5. Tuition is required in these schools.

Questicns

1. How long does intermediate school last?

2. What things are taught there?

3. What subject is begun in intermediate school?

Li.. In what languages is everything taught?

5. Are all these schools near towns?
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6. What are the students given in those schools that

are far from towns?

7. Do these schools require tuition?
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LESSON 5

Caption

Literal: Schools-the secondary-the

English: Secondary Schools

Literal

1. [In] republic-the place-her northern what-it [is]

is, [i.e., 'there arei] six schools which secondary are.

2. One [is in] Arnaud, one-and [is at] Sheikh, two-and [are in]

Hargeisa, two-and [are in] Burao. 3. [Of] two-the [which in]

Burao are one that [in which] work-the [of] hand-the one there

learns is, (ah goes with mid). )4. [Of] two-the schools which

[in] Hargeisa are and [of] two-the [which in] Burao are [in]

one-their boys and girls [are] who, (wet), together, (ku wada)

learn. 5. [In] schools thing every [in] language English-the

one there teaches. 6. Teachers-the [who in] schools-the

teach-and some foreign are. 7. [In] schools-the [at] Amoud

and [at] Sheikh students-the must [in] school -the sleep

something-and there eat. 8. [At] schools-the other [which]

towns-the Hargeisa and Burao in built-are which students-the

by families-their they are slept.

English

1.In the Northern part of the Republic there are six

secondary schools. 2. One is at Arnaud, another one is at

Sheikh, two are in Hargeisa and two are in Burao. 3. Of the

two that are in Burao, one is a technical school. 4. The two
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schools in Hargeisa and one of the two in Burao are co-educa-

tional. 5. In these schools, everything is taught in English.

6. And some of the teachers in these schools are foreigners.

7. The students in Amoud and Sheikh have to sleep and eat there.

8. The other schools are near the towns of Hargeisa and Burao

and the students can go to their homes.

Questions

1. How many secondary schools are thera in the North?

2. In what towns are they located?

3. One of the secondary schools in Burao is what kind?

4. Are some of the secondary schools in the North

co-educational?

5. Which ones?

6. In what language is everything taught?

7. Are all of the teachers Somali?

8. Where do the students in Amoud and Sheikh have

to sleep and eat?

9. Where are the other schools located?
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LESSON 6

Literal

1. [In] republic-the place-her southern what-it is [is]

seven school which secondary is. 2. Schools-the one every

what-it takes [is] four years. 3. Schools-the many-their

what-they near built-are Mogadiscio [in] center-her or sides-her.

b. Schools-the some-their governments other which not government-

the somali-the are in part have. 5. Governments-those what-they

schools-those [which] needed-are which entire they bring.

6. Things-they what of one is teachers-the money-their and

books-the and schools-the building-their.

English

1. There are seven secondary schools in the southern part

of the Somali Republic. 2. Each of these schools takes four years.

3. Most of these schools are in Mogadiscio or around it. 1,. Some

of these schools are supported by governments other than the Somali

government. 5. These governments provide everything needed by

these schools. 6. Some of these things are: the building of the

schools, teachers pay, and books.

Questions

1. How many secondary schools are there in the South of the Republic?

2. How long does each of these schools take?

3. Where are most of these schools?

4. Who supports some of these schools?

5. What do these governments provide?
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LESSON 7

Literal

1. Schools-the [which] secondary-the are and [which]

republic-the place-her southern in built-the they, (way.), from

little different-are those place-the north in built. 2. [In]

schools-the place-the north in built language Italian-the is

there not taught, those [in] place-the southern-and is there

taught. 3. Schools [which] governments other which not

government-the somali-the are support, (ku 6uqul), having not

exist [in] place-the north. 14.. Government-the Italian-the and

the Egypt and the Russian-the and the American-the [in] place-the

southern schools-the some-their support have. 5. Therefore, (kolka),

language Italian-the and language Russian-the [in] schools-the some

are there taught [in] those [in] north and are there not taught.

English

1. The secondary schools in the South are a little bit

different from those in the North. 2. Italian is not taught in

the secondary schools in the North but is taught in those in the

South. 3. There are no schools in the North supported by govern-

ments other than the Somali Government. 14. The Italian, Russian,

Egyptian, and American governments support some schools in the

South. 5. Therefore, the Italian and Russian languages are taught

in some of these schools but are not taught in the North.
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Questions

1. Are the secondary schools in the South the same as those

in the North?

2. What language is taught in the North?

3. What government supports the schools in the North?

4. What other governments support the schools in the South?

5. What languAces are taught in some of these schools?



History



UNIT V

History

LESSON 1

Literal

1. What-the before century-the tenth people-the Somali-the

thing little which written one about has. 2. [In] countrj-the

[where] now people-the Somali-the and onlies-the (plural of I only' )

live-are until recently next people other-and there live used-to.

3. People-those what-they were [were] people called Galla-the and

Negroes-the. Li.. Galla-the where-they wore-located [was in] Haud

and western [region]. 5. Negroes-the-and [in] place-the southern

which rivers-the near-their is. 6. [On] coast-the-and what

existed [were] settlements [which] Arab are. 7. That-which, (we)

Arab-the wrote what-they are-showing [is] that horn-the Africa

Somalis there live-were [in] century-the tenth.

English

1. Before the tenth century, little written material is

available about the Somalis. 2. In the country where only the

Somalis now live, recently there were other people. 3. These

people were the Gana and the Zanj. 4. The Gana were in the

Haud and the West. 5. The Zanj were in the South near the two

rivers. 6. There were also.Arab settlements on the coast.

7. Arab writings show that by the tenth century there were

Somalis living in the northeast of the Horn of Africa.
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Questions

1. Was anything written about Somalia before the

tenth century?

2. Did other people used to live in the country

where the Somalis now live?

3. What were the people called?

1i.. Where did the people called Galla live?

5. Where did the Zanj live?

6. Where were the Arab settlements?

7. By the tenth century where were the Somalis

settled?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. [In] century-the seventh before-the Arabs and Turks

settled [on] coast-the [of] land-the Somali-the. 2. People-those

religion-the Islam-the Somalis-the to brought. 3. [Of] people-the

[who] foreign-the are Arabs-the most many-were. 4. What-they

built [were] towns-the Zei la and Berbera which [in] place-the

north are and Mogadiscio and Brava and Merca which [in] place-the

southern are. 5. Towns-those what-they were [were] places trade

[which] between-is Ethiopians-the and Arabs-the and Somalis-the

the important are. 6. [Of] people-the [who] foreign-the were

[those] who traders were-the [who] what-they buy used-to [were]

livestock and hides and incense. 7. What-they-and sell used-to

[were] clothes and dates and weapons.

English

1. Before the seventh century Arabs and Turks settled on the

coast of the land of the Somalis. 2. Those people brought Islam

to the Somalis. 3. Of the foreigners the Arabs were the most

numerous. 4. They built the towns of Zeila and Berbera in the

north and Mogadiscio, Brava and Merca in the south. 5. Those

towns were important centers of trade between the Ethiopians,

Arabs and Somalis. 6. Some of the foreigners were traders who

bought livestock, hides and incense. 7. They sold clothes, dates

and weapons.
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Questions

1. Before the seventh century, who began settling along

the Somali coast?

2. What did they bring to the Somalis?

3. Of these foreigners who were the most numerous?

It. What towns did they found?

5. What were these towns important for?

6. What did foreign traders purchase in these towns?

7. What did they used to sell?
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LESSON 3

Zeila

Literal

1. [Of] towns-the [which] coast-the on are-located and-which

Cara in] place-the north and-{in]-which one there trade used to

[in] times-the before what most important was [was] Zeila.

2. 2rade-tbe country-the Arabs-the and country-the Ethiopians-the

between-was much-his place-this pass-through used to. 3. Somalis-

the things-the it, (somalidu), outside-the sends-and much-their

place-this it, (somalidu) send used to.

Li. Zeila what-she [was] capital was government-the [which]

Muslta-the was and-which, (e), Adal one to-call used-to.

5. People-the settled-the-and what-they more much-were Arabs

and Somalis and Danakil.

6. Time-the after trade-the [which] here through passed[to]

Jibouti one changed. 7. French-the [a] port good there built.

8. [A] train to from one passes Jibouti and Ethiopia inside-her.

9. When Jibouti one opened, Zeila down to fell. 10. Today

Zeila [is a] town small which not importance-the much-the has.

English

1. Of the northern coastal towns which were trading centers

Zeila was the most important in earlier days. 2. Of the trade

between Arabia and Ethiopia the majority passed through here.

3. Also the Somalis used to send through here the majority of

thoir produce destined for export.

14. Zeila was the capital of the Muslim kingdom of Adal.
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5. And the majority of the settled people were Arabs, Somalis

and Danakil.

6. Later the trade moving through here was diverted to

Jibouti. 7. The french built a good port there. 8. A train

goes from Jibouti to the Ethiopian interior.

9. When Jibouti was opened, Zeila declined. 10. Today

Zeila is a small town of little importance.

Questions

1. What was the most important trading center on the

northern coast?

2. Why was it important?

3. Of what was Zeila the capital?

4. Of the people living in Zeila who were the dominant?

5. Where was Zeila's trade later diverted?

6. When did this happen?

7. What was the cause?

8. What connects Jibouti with Ethiopia?

9. What happened to Zeila after the port at Jibouti

was opened?

10. What is Zeila like today?
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LESSON 4

Caption

Literal: When somalis-the below to moved

English: When the Somalis moved South

Literal

1. [By] century-the two and tenth somalis-the began [a]

move [in which they] below to moved. 2. Two ways somalis-the

thereto moved. 3. One-the what-it was [was] river-the Shabele

near-its. 4. The other-and what-it was [was along] wells-the

coast-the sea big-the Indian to chained.

5. Gal la-the where one to pushed south and west.

6. When-they Ethiopia for moved-out [in] century-the six and

tenth. 7. People-the Zanj-the one calls-and south one pushed.

8. People-the somali-the movement -their what-it went [a]

few century. 9. When-it stopped movement-that [was] when

somali -the arrived [at] river-the Tana which [ in] Kenya is.

English

1. By the twelfth century the Somalis had begun a

migration to the south. 2. They followed two routes. 3. One

was along the Shebele River. 4. The other was the chain of wells

along the Indian Ocean coast.

5. The Ga lla were pushed south and west. 6. They moved to

Ethiopia in the sixteenth century. 7. The people called Zanj were

pushed further southward.

8. The Somalis migrated for a few centuries. 9. That migration

stopped when the Somalis arrived at the Tana River in Kenya.
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Questioins

1. What had the Somali tribeJ begun by

the twelfth century?

2. In what direction was the migration?

J How many routes did it follow?

4. What were they?

5. What happened to the Galla?

6. What did they do around the sixteenth century?

7. What happened to the people called Zanj?

8. How long did the Somali migration last?

9. How far south did the Somalis move?
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LESSON 5

Caption

Literal: When English-the came

English: When the English came

Literal

1. [In] century-the nine and tenth middle-his [there were]

governments many who, (2..a.) wanted that-they country-the Somali-the

might-take. 2. Government-the to first-being which coast-the north

came what -she was [was] the Egypt. 3. What -she into forced govern-

ment-the Egypt that-she from might-go country-the somali-the in-or-

der-that, (si),she might-defeat Mandi-the [of the] Sudan. it. Then

government-the English came. 5. Government-the English afterwards

treaty together set-down tribes-the Somali-the and land-the dwellers-

and said-to we you -al]. are-looking-after. 6. Aim-her though, (se),

that-she people-the somali-the enemies from might-look-after not

was but, (e), what -it, (refers to oasidi), was .[was] town-the Aden

which then she held that-she meat for might-obtain. 7. English-the

what-he had [was] somalia place-her north until she independence

obtained [in] thousand and nine hundred and sixty.

English

1. In the middle of the nineteenth century many governments

wanted to hold the Somali country. 2. The first government which

came to the Somali coast was that of Egypt. 3. Egypt was forced

to leave in order to defeat the Ma.hdi of the Sudan. 4. Then the

British came. 5. The British later made treaties with the Somali

tribes and with the settlers saying, we will take care of you.
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6. Their aim, however, was not to protect the Somali people from

their enemies but rather to provide meat for Aden which they held

then. 7. The British held northern Somalia until Independence in

1960.

Questions

1. What happened in mid 19th century?

2. What was the first government which came to the

northern coast?

3. Why did the Egyptian government leave Somaliland?

b. Who came after the Egyptian government?

5. With whom did the British make treaties of protection?

6. What was the aim of the British?

7. How long did the English continue to occupy northern

Somalia?
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LESSON 6

Caption

Literal: When Italians-the Came

English: When the Italians Came

Literal

1. Company English to leased place-the Benadir company

Italian. 2. Two kings who [were] Somali and-who [in] place

southern stayed and-who used to be called Y.A. and O.M. they-and

[with] Italians-the agreement together made so that it, (her),

for [them] from might-protect tribes-the other. 3. Time-the

early what used to govern country-the [was] company-the Italian-the.

1. But when company-that stood-up government-the Italian-the

land-the took-over. 5. Somalia place-her southern when-she

independence-her obtained [was] thousand and nine hundred and sixty.

English

1. An English company leased the Benadir region to an Italian

company. 2. There were two southern Somali kings called Yusuf Ali

and Osman Mohamud, and they made agreements with the Italians to

protect them from other tribes. 3. Earlier the Italian company

governed the area. I. But when that company went bankrupt the

Italian government took over. 5. Southern Somalia obtained its

independence in 1960.
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Questions

1. To whom was the southern Somali coast given away?

2. From whom was it leased?

3. With whom did the Italian company-make treaties?

4. What happened to that campany?

5. After the Italian company went bankrupt, who took

control of the area?

6. When did this part of Somalia become independent?
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LESSON 7

Cation

Literal and EpiLsh: Treaties

Literal

1. [In] thousand and eight hundred and seven and ninety-the

Ethiopians-the defeated army [which] Italian was [at] Adowa.

2. Government-the English-the and the French-the and the Italian-

the [it (the Ethiopian government)] forced that-they agreements

with should-make government-the Ethiopian-the and they should-give

land [which] Somali-the had. 3. Italian-the what-he gave [to]

Ethiopia-the [was] land-the Ogaden. 4. But but boundary-the

[which] passed - between Ethiopia-the and land-the [which] Italian-

the had in order clear to-be was not complete. 5. Boundary-the

[which] Somali was and Ethiopia-the between, (kala), cuts trouble

from [then] goes until now. 6. Thousand and nine hundred and

five and twenty English-the land-the Juba and, port-the Kismayo

gave [to] Italian-the.

English

1. In 1897 Ethiopia defeated an Italian army at Adowa.

2. Ethiopia forced Britain, France, and Italy to sign treaties

giving Somali territory to Ethiopia. 3. The Italians gave the

Ogaden to Ethiopia. 4. But the border between Ethiopia and the

Italian territory was not made clear. 5. There has been trouble

over the border between Ethiopia and Somalia until the present.

6. In 1925 the English gave Juba and the port of Kismayo to Italy.
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Questions

1. By whom were the Italians defeated in 1897?

2. Where were they defeated?

3. What were Britain, France, and Italy forced to do?

4. What territory did Italy give to Ethiopia?

5. What is the source of trouble at present between

Ethiopia and Somalia?

6. What caused this problem?

7. What did Britain give to Italy?

8. When?
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LESSON 8

Caption

Literal: Together Coming-the

English: Unification

Literal

1. [In] thousand and nine hundred and forty-the time-the

war-the world-the which second began after-his Italy-the took

Somalia place-her north approximate-period from less year.

2. But [in] thousand and nine hundred and one and forty-the

again Somalia and all English-the took. 3. English-the what-it

governed Somalia which all, place-the north-the and place-the

southern and Ogaden, approximate-period nine years. it. Together

coining-the people-the Somali-the that helped. 5. [In] thousand

and nine hundred and eight and forty-the council United Nations

Somalia place-her southern British-the from took over. 6. [In]

1950 council-that Somalia place-her southern time second [to]

Italy-the gave-away. 7. [In] 1960 two-the sides which Somali

freedom-their they took. 8. Then-they together went; they

Republic -the Somali -the formed.

English

1. In 19140 after World War II began Italy took northern

Somalia for less than a year. 2. But in 1911 the British re-

occupied all of Somalia. 3. The English administered all of

Somalia; the north, south, and the Ogaden, for nearly nine

years. 14. That helped the Somalis in their unification.
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5. In 1948 the U.N. Assembly took over southern Somalia from

Britain. 6. In 1950 the Assembly gave southern Somalia to

Italy, who now held it a second time. 7. In 1960 the two

parts of Somalia got their freedom.. 8. When they united,

they formed the Somali Republic.

Questions

1. When did Italy occupy northern Somalia?

2. How long did she hold it?

3. When did the English return?

14.. What did the British do when they returned?

5. When did they administer both the north and the south?

6. For how long?

7. When did the Italians return?

8. Who permitted them to return?

9. What happened in 1960?

10. What did the north and south form when they

obtained their independence?
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LESSON 9

Caption

Literal and English: Sayyid Mohammed Abdul la Hassan

Literal

1. Sayyid M.A.H. when-he was-born 1864. 2. Where-he at

born [was] place called Kirid which [is] to near Ainabo.

.3. Quran-the learning-his when-it began [was at] time-the

seven years-old [he] was. 4. When-he became fifteen years-old

he-went-to Sudan and Nairobi so that knowledge [of] religion

Islam might-increase. 5. When-he country-the somali-the there

returned [was] 1891. 6. Time other again places other he-went-to.

7. Where-he went-to [Was] Mecca, Hejaz, and Palestine. 8. [In]

Mecca he there met Sheikh M.S. who order-the Salihiyya [who]

head was. 9. When-he Somalia there returned [it was], (a u),

[that] he wanted that-he order-the might disseminate.

English

1. Sayyid Mohammed Abdul la Hassan was born in 1864. 2. He

was born in a place called Kirid near Ainabo. 3. He began

learning the Quran at seven. 4. When he was about fifteen, he

went to the Sudan and Nairobi to increase his knowledge of Islam.

5. He returned to Somalia in 1891. 6. He left again for other

places. 7. He went to Mecca, Hejaz, and Palestine. 8. In Mecca

he met Sheikh Mohammed Saleh who was head of the Salihiyya order.

9. When he returned to Somalia, he wanted to disseminate the

order.
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Questions

1. When was Sayyid Mohammed Abdul la Hassan born?

2. Where was he born?

3. How old was he when he started learning the Quran?

4. Where did he go when he was about fifteen?

5. Why did he go there?

6. When did he return to Somalia?

7. Where did he go after that?

8. Whom did he meet in Mecca?

9. Of what was Sheikh Mohammed Saleh the head?
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LESSON 10

Literal

1. Mohammed Abdul la Hassan when-he Somalia there returned he

saw schools [which]-they Christian-priests opened where religion-

the Christianity there was taught. 2. [About] that very bad-being.

3. What-he other found-out [was] that government-the English-the

supported school-the priest-the. 1i. When-they relationships him

and government-the English-the between-being very bad-became.

5. Time-that then he army assembled decided that English-the

country-the from should-be-extracted. 6. What-he English-the

together fought twenty years from 1900 to 1920. 7. [In] 1920

English-the planes stood-up [to] Taleh sayyid-the army-his

time-that was defeated. 8. Where-he went-away -to [was] west

south. 9. Malaria [it was that] killed [him] [in] Imi

December 21, 1920.

English

1. When M.A.H. returned to Somalia he saw schools opened

by Christian priests in which Christianity was taught. 2. That

situation struck him as evil. 3. He found out also that the

English government supported the missionary schools. ). Then

relations between him and the British government worsened.

5. He then assembled an army and decided to throw the British

out of the country. 6. IIe fought the British twenty years, from

1900 to 1920. 7. In 1920 the British flew planes to Taleh and

defeated the Sayyid's army. 8. He departed south west. 9. He

died of malaria in the town of Imi December 21, 1920.
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Questions

1. When the Sayyid returned to Somalia, what

did he see?

2. Who had opened these schools?

3. What was being taught there?

4. Who was aiding the missionary schools?

5. What happened then to the relations between the

the Sayyid and the British?

6. Then what did the Sayyid do?

7. Why?

8. How long did he fight the British?

9. In 1920 what did the British do?

10. What happened to the Sayyid?

11. What did he do then?

12. When did he die?

13. Where did he die?
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Government
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UNIT VI

A.

Traditional Law

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Time-the before somali -the not have government center-

being. 2. Tribes many divided-into-was. 3. Tribe each what-it

divided-into-was [was] cilib-the and rer-the. 4. Cilib every

or rer every how-it controlled used-to [was by] elders-its and

those [who] something knowledgeable-the. 5. When decision came-up

men and all meeting together come used-to. 6. Person every a

share, (ka entered used-to [in] decision-the cutting-her.

7. Many-and what-it approved was decision-the [by what] majority,

(a bedan), was. 8. When [it] was approved, person every even

those against, (ka aina9ha), time-the before what-it customary

was that-they be-haltered-thereto.

English

1. Traditionally the Somalis had no central government.

2. They were divided into many tribes. 3. Each tribe was in

turn divided into the cilib and the rer. 4. Every cilib and

rer was controlled by its elders and by those who were intelli-

gent. 5. When a decision had to be made, all the men gathered

together. 6. Every person contributed his share to taking the

decision. 7. By and large decisions were made by a majority.

8. Thereafter everyone, even those who had been against the

decision previously, was bound by it.
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Questions

1. Did the Somalis have a government in earlier times?

2. Into what were the Somalis divided?

3. what was each tribe divided into?

14. Who used to rule them?

5. When a problem came up, who used to gather?

6. 'What did each person do?

7. Who used to agree to the decision?

8. Who ought to have been bound by the decision?
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LESSON 2

Caption

The Council

Literal

1. Rer bush-the each affairs-their [by] Council-the settle.

2. Council-the time any be-held can. 3. Council-the affair any

take can whether place to might -be -moved let-it-be, (ha ahato),

or whether dispute might-be-settled let-it-be but. 4. Council-the

what other which be-decided can affairs government-the might want

that-it may-know-about. 5. Men only, (22. dh), what-the five and

ten years -old than bigger [in] council -the share enter can. 6. [In]

way-the [of] customs it-is tree below-the together-selves-for,

[in a circle], before sits. 7. Times-the some coffeehouse [which in]

town -the is there is-met. 8. When man might-wish that-he might-

speak [he] stands-up. 9. Although one argues again man any respect

one from expects. 10. [On] man place over falls, [= becomes offensive],

fine is-levied.

English

1. Each rer in the interior settles their affairs by Council.

2. The Council can meet any time. 3. In the Council any matter may

be considered, such as whether to move to another place or to settle

a dispute. 4. The Council may consider also matters which the gov-

ernment may wish to know about. 5. Only men who are over fifteen

may participate in the Council. 6. Traditionally the people sit

in a circle under a tree. 7. Sometimes the Council meets in a
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coffeehouse in town. 8. When a man wishes to speak, he stands up.

9. Although there is arguing everyone expects respect. 10. On the

man who becomes offensive a fine is levied.

Questions

1. Who settles local ,matter =?

2. When may the council.be called together?

3. What questions may the council decide?

Li.. What other things may the council discuss?

5. Who takes part in council meetings?

6. Where are these meetings held?

7. When a person wishes to speak, what does he do?

8. What can everyone expect?

9. What does the man who becomes offensive get?
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LESSON 3

Literal

1. Man-the [who] head big is [of] tribe-the is what -he is

called [is] sultan or boqor or ugas or garad. 2. Names-those

which all -the self to one, (i.e., the same). 3. Sultan -the

men-the [of] tribe -the which all choose. 4. When he sultan -the

dies-and, Council is called. 5. [In] Council-that sultan new is

by chosen. 6. What-he-and is from chosen sultan -the [who] died

sons -his. 7. Way -the cusLoms are sultan-the sons-his the-one,

(k), oldest, (u ku weyn), is chosen; but if that-one he good

enough to-be-quartered for coronation -the [of] those another

one-their is chosen. 8. Sultanship-the rank-the government-the

tribes-the Somali-the (superlative, [u ku],) be -on -top. 9. But

sultan -the whatever he might-want [he] not might-do. 10. Council-

the is place-the affairs-the tribe-the one there decides.

English

1. The man who is the big head of the tribe is called sultan,

boqor, ugas or garad. 2. All those names mean the same. 3. All

the men of the tribe choose the sulta:i. L. When the sultan dies,

the Council is called. 5. That Council chooses a new sultan.

6. He is chosen from among the sons of the sultan who died.

7. According to custom the new sultan who is chosen is the oldest

of the sons of the former sultan; however, if he does not deserve

the coronation, another of them will be chosen. 8. The sultan-

ship is the highest rank in the governaent of the Somali tribes
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which can be achieved. 9. But the sultan may not do whatever

he wishes.. 10. The Council is where affairs are determined.

su?alo

1. What is the head of a tribe called?
2. How is he chosen?

3. What happens when a sultan dies?

from what group is the new sultan chosen?

5. Which man is often elected?

6. What is the highest position in tribal government?
7. Can a sultan do whatever he wants?

8. Who has the power to decide all questions?
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LESSON 4

Literal

1. Tribes-the what-they into are divided sections small and

cilib are known-as. 2. [To] cilib each [there is] man-the he head

is and aqil is called they choose. 3. Sultanship and other not is

and choice-the [of] aoil-the must-she government -the approve.

4. [To] religious-men-the governing-the actual-the is no

part-in have. 5. Religion-the Islam-the they know. 6. People-the-

and very they for respect-being. 7. Way-the reason, (i.e., for

that reason), [in] place-the [of] politics-the strength they part-in

have. 8. Qadi-the law-the Islam-the [it is that he] knows and

government-the [it is that he] wages for works. 9. Marriage-the

and divorce-the and disputes-the small he takes.

English

1. The tribes are divided into small sections known as cilib.

2. Each cilib selects its head man who is called aqil. 3. The choice

of an aqil is different from the sultanship because it must be

approved by the government.

4. Religious leaders have no part in the actual governing.

5. They know Islam. 6. And the people are very respectful. 7. For

that reason they have sore strength in the realm of politics.

8. The Radis know Islamic law and work for the government for wages.

9. They take marriages and divorces and settle small disputes.
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Questions

1. Of what groups are tribes made up?

2. How is the head of each cilib chosen?

3. What is he called?

Li.. Who must approve his appointment?

S. Do religious leaders have governing power?

6. Do they often have political influence?

7. Why?

8. What is a sadi?

9. For whom does he work?

10. 'What does he do?
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UNIT VI

B.

Literal: Government-the Governing-her

English: The Workings of Government

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Republic-the Somali -the way-the [in] which-it now is

governed [is by] constitution-the which was set -down [in] 1960.

2. Governing-the what-it of built is [is] parliament-the.

3. Parliament-the or seat-the nation-the what there is [is] 123

deputies. Ii.. Deputies-the people-the and all what-the 18 years -old

bigger, (ka ism), elect. 5. What -it -and one for elects [a] time

[which] five years is. 6. Parliament-the what it meets [in]

year-the two times and [in] month-the April and October. 7. [At]

times other-and it meet can in-order-to matters-the quickly what

might hold.

English

1. The Somali Republic is now governed by the Constitution

set down in 1960. 2. The government is parliamentary. 3. The

Parliament, or National Assembly, consists of 123 deputies.

4. All the people over 18 elect the deputies. 5. They are elected

for five years. 6. The Parliament meets twice a year in April and

October. 7. It can meet at other times to deal with affairs which

require quick action.
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Questions

1. When was the government of the Somali

Republic established?

2. By what law was it established?

3. What type of government is it?

4. How many deputies are in the parliament?

5. raw are they chosen?

6. For how long are they elected?

7. How often does parliament meet?

8. When does it meet?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. Parliament-the what-it debates and vote on takes affairs-

the to brought. 2. Affairs-those what-the bring can [is] deputies

or head minister or ten thousand who persons [are] and citizenry-

the from one are. 3. Matter-the [which] Parliament-the decided

what-it to is sent [is] head [of] Republic-the. 4. If he refuses

what-it to is taken-back Parliament-the. 5. If two parts-their

[of] deputies-the again-and they matter-the self agree it goes.

6. ParliaMent-the what-other it do can what from one is treaties-

the governments -the be together written approve, war-the-and to

put -on.

English

1. The Parliament debates and takes votes on matters brought

before it. 2. Such matters can be brought by deputies, by the

Prime Minister or by ten thousand persons acting as a group.

3. When the Parliament decides a matter, it is sent to the

President of t1 Republic. 4. If he vetoes it, it is returned

to the Parliament. 5.. If two-thirds of the deputies again agree

together on the affair, it passes. 6. The Parliament also can,

by itself, approve treaties drawn between governments and mount

war .
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Questions

1. What happens to matters which are introduced

in the Assembly?

2. Who may introduce affairs?

3. What happens to matters which are passed by

the Assembly?

4. What happens to matters which the President

vetoes?

5. What may the Assembly do when a matter is vetoed?

6. What else can the Assembly do?
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LESSON 3

Ca tion

Literal: Head Republic-the

English: The President

Literal

1. Parliament-the head Republic-the they among-their from

elects. 2. Period [which] six years is [he] for is elected.

3. Two period which alone is he-and place-his have/hold can.

11. Head Republic-the must Moslem be and they father-his and

mother-his-and Somali be. 5. While he presidency holds-and

must-not woman [who] not Somali is [be] married[ -to]. 6. Work

other-and must-not hold. 7 ic-the to next not

is. 8. If he dies head-the Parliament-the place his way takes.

9. Ninety days [it -is] head Republic-the new is elected.

English

1. Parliament elects the President from among themselves.

2. He is elected for a six year period. 3. He may hold the

Presidency for only two terms. It. The President must be a

Moslem and his father and mother must have been Somalis.

5. While he holds the Presidency, he must not be married to a

woman who is not a Somali. 6. He may not take other work.

7. There is no man next in line after the President. 8. If he

should die, the president of the Parliament takes his place for

the moment. 9. VI ninety days a new President is elected.
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Questions

1, How is the President elected?

2. For how long is he elected?

3. How many years can he hold his position?

While he holds his position to whom must

he be married?

5. Can the President enter any other business?

6. Is there a man next in line to the President?

7. If the President should die, who will take his

place temporaril

8. When afterwards must a new President be elected?
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LESSQN

Literal

1. President man party-the Parliament-the most government

that-he might form to chooses. 2. Prime Minister afterwards-and

ministers-and party-his from chooses. 3. Now 17 ministers [there]

are. 4. Parliament-the afterwards-and either approve or refuse

government-the. 5. If government-the vote [which] confidence is

fails, [it] falls. 6. Prime Minister and other then must be

named. 7. Vote-the confidenc.e-the who call can ten deputies

[at] time-the is wanted.

English

1. The President, selects a man from the majority party in

the Parliament to form a government. 2. The Prime Minister then

chooses his ministers from his party. 3. Now there are 17 ministers.

It. Then the Parliament either approves or rejects the government.

5. If the government loses its vote of confidence, it falls.

6. At that time another Prime Minister must be namsid. 7. A vote

of confidence can be called by ten deputies whenever they wish.

Questions

1. Who appoints the Prime Minister?

2. From which party is he?

3. Who appoints the other ministers?

4. How many ministers are there now?

5. Who can approve or reject the government?

6. If the government's vote of confidence fails, what happens?

7. Afterwards who is appointed?

8. Who c require vote of confidence?
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LESSON 5

Literal

1. Republic-the Somali-the what-it .into divided-is eight

regions. 2. Regions-the-and what-they way from with divided-are

forty-seven settlements (districts). 3. Man-the [who] governs

region-the what is called [is] badasab or gobernatore.

14. Settlements-the what [them] governs [is] D.C. or oomisario.

5. Minister-the interior-the [it is who] region-the work has.

6. Badasabs and D.C.'s what-they represent-are government-the

higher. 7. Responsibilities-their-and [are] law-the mounting7his

and affairs-the [which in] politics are. 8. Badasabs what-they

govern [is] police and government-the higher to responsible-are.

English

1. The Somali Republic is divided into eight regions.

2. The regions are in turn divided into forty-seven settlements

or districts. 3. The man in charge of a region is called a

badasab or gobernatore. 4. The settlements are governed by a

D.C. (district commissioner) or comisario. 5. The Minister of

the Interior has charge of the regions. 6. The badasabs or D.C.'s

represent the higher (i.e., central) government. 7. Theirrespon-

sibilities include law enforcement and political affairs. 8. The

badasabs control the police and are responsible to the central

government.
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Questions

1. Into how many regions is the Somali

Republic divided?

2. Into what are the regions divided?

3. How many diStricts are there?

b. What is the -man who runs a region called?

5. Who is responsible for the regions?

6. 'What is the man in charge of a district called?

7. Who do the badasabs represent?

8. What are the responsibilities of the badasabs?

9. Who is in charge of the police?
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LESSON 6

Literal

1. District each [of] republic-the somali-the what-it way

into divided-is places small and [in which] election-the happens.

2. Places-those and all-the what-they under come [is] local

government-the. 3. Local government-the taxes it takes towns-

the-and works [for]. 11.. Thing-and works-their does council-their.

5. People-the [it is] -and they for [it] elect period [which] is

four years. 6. Mayor they, [the council], afterward self elect

and man to [him] newts. 7. Mayor-the and man-the to [him] next

what-they places-their have two years.

fish

1. Every district is divided into smaller constituencies.

2. All the constituencies come under a local government (or mu-

nicipality). 3. The local government collects taxes and works

for the town (i.e., provides public services). 14. Their tasks

are performed by the council. 5. The people elect them (the

council members) for a period of four years. 6. The council

itself then elects a mayor and a deputy mayor. 7. The mayor

and deputy mayor can hold office for two years.
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Questions.

1. What are the districts divided into?

2. What do those constituencies come under?

3. Does each municipality control only one constituency?

11.. What does local government do?

5. Who performs the work?

6. How is the council elected?

7. For how long is it elected?

8. Whom does the council itself?

9. For how long can the mayor and deputy mayor hold office?
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LESSON 7

Caption.

Courts

Literal

1. How now law-the republic-the somali-the is carried-out when

was-created [was in] 1963. 2. That-which-and it, (sida), is-

similar -to [is] the Italian [way].

3. [Of] courts-the [there] four kinds now are. 1. Court

every criminal section and civil section into is-divided.

5:. Court-the [which] highests what-it is [is] supreme court-the.

6. Court-the high what-it has [is] president and vice-president

and four judges. 7. Court-the high what [it] under-is [is]

courts-the [where] appeals] are taken. 8. Courts-those two

[are] and one-the what-it for divided-is [is] north one-and

place-the southern.

English

1. They way the laws of the Somali Republic are to be

practiced was established in 1963. 2. It is similar to the

Italian system.

3. There are four kinds of courts now. 4. Each court is

divided into criminal and civil sections. 5. The highest court

is the Supreme Court. 6. The high court has a president, vice

president, and four judges. 7. The high court has under it

courts where appeals are taken. 8. There are two appellate

courts, one for the north and one for the south.
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Questions

1. When was the form of the Somali court

system established?

2. To what is it similar?

3. How many kinds of courts are there?

J. How many sections is each court divided into?

5. Which court is highest?

6. How many seats does it have?

7. Which courts are under it?

8. How many appellate courts are there?
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LESSON

Literal

1. Appeal courts-the what than lower-is eight region

courts-their. 2. Thing-and together lowest-is 42 district

courts-their. 3. District-the court-her three thousand and

shillings fine more or imprisonment three years than longer

[on a] person not impose can. 14. Charges-the amount-the than

bigger what [them] takes [is] region-the court his. 5. Region-

the court-his what-it govern can [is] hanging-the.

English

1: Below the appeal courts are eight regional courts.

2. The lowest courts are the forty two district courts.

3. A district court can not impose on a person a fine of more

than three thousand shillings or a prison term of more than three

years. 14. More serious charges are taken by the regional courts.

5. Regional courts can impose the death penalty.

Questions

1. Which courts are below the courts of appeal?

2. How many regional courts are there?

3. What are the lowest courts called?

14. How many of those are there?

5. What is the biggest fine a district court can

impose on a person?

6. which courts take charges which are big?
L

7. Which court controls the death penalty?
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UNIT VII

Marriage

LESSON 1

Literal

1. Women-the Somali-the when-it is married [is] time-the

they 15 to 20 years old are. 2. Men-the-and when they marry

[is] when-they 18 to 25 are. 3. Marriage-the matter personal

not is and what.--it together bring family-the daughter-the and

son-the [who] courting-the is. 4. For that reason parents-the

and family-the mouth-the [which] big is they [in] marriage-the

have. 5. Name-the and animals-the very important be can when

marriage is arranged. 6. Times-the some-their when family-the

disapproving-is, boy-the and girl-the together go away can and

themselves marry can.

7. Way-the law-the Islam-the sets-down, man every four

wives he marry can. 8. Man-the amount-the large-the-but woman

alone be they have. 9. If he man woman the-which, (watia),

than many has mustS not he be-partial.

English

1. Somali women are married when they are fifteen to twenty

years old. 2. Somali men marry when they are eighteen to twenty-

five years old. 3. Marriage is not a personal matter because it

brings together the families of the girl and of the boy who is

courting her. L. For that reason the parents and family have great

influence in it [a marriage]. 5. The prestige and wealth of a
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family can be very important when a-marriage is arranged.

6. Sometimes if the family disapproves, the boy and girl can

go away together and be married.

7. Islamic law says that each man can marry four women.

8. But most men have only one woman. 9. If he has more' than

one, he must not be partial.

Questions

1. How old are Somali women when they marry?

2. But how old are the men when they marry?

*3. Is marriage a personal matter?

4. Wh3i isn't it?

5. 14.1'b haS'great influence when a marriage is arranged?

6. What matters are important in arranging a marriage?

7. If the parents disapprove, what can the girl and

boy do?

8. According to Islamic law how many women can a man marry?

9. How many women do most Somali men, marry?
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LESSON 2

Literal

1. [At] time-the he man-the may-find woman he

that-he might-marry old-ones-the [who] kin-his is one-their

[it -is that] woman-the family-her maker-request. 2. If they

family-her approve man-the'[who] suitor-the is family-his

initial-gift [which an] animal or money is gives. 3. Yarad-tha-

and [at] time-that afterwards about is agreed. 14. Yarad-the

[which] many are what is. for [it] given [is] animal. 5. Bride-

the family-her what-it to brings dowry amount-the large stuff

[which for] house-the is.

6. Two -the person what-and each other, (is u), marries [is

adj. 7. Marriage7the after wedding-the celebration is made.

8. Seven days [it is that] celebration-that goes-on.

English

1. When a man finds a woman he wants to marry, one of his

elder kinsmen makes a request to the woman's family. 2. If her

family approves, the suitor's family gives an initial payment of

livestock or money. 3. Then the bride price is negotiated.

4. The brideprice usually is given in livestock. 5. The bride's

family brings a dowry which is usually household goods.

6. The couple are married by a 9 .1.7. After the wedding

a celebration is held. 8. That celebration goes on for

seven days.
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Questions

1. Who makes the request to the family of the

woman desired?

2. I' the girl' family apprOves, what does the

boy's fami2y' do?

3. What 1s done after 'the zabiti is paid?

14., How. (i.e., in what form) is the yara.d, Paid?

5. What does 'the bride s s family give her?

6. What is the dowry?

7. Who marries the couple?

.8. After-the 'weddingWhat happens?

WherCis the wedding celebration held?

10. Ito* long doeb it go on?



LESSON 3

Caption

Divorce

Literal

1. Religion-the Muslim-the permits divorce-the. 2. Man-the

[who] woman-his divorces must agdi-the go-to. 3. Qadi -the [it is

who] then man-the woman-the from divorces and taper [which] way-

the shows gives. Ii. Man-the afterwards woman-the paper-the

himsolf-and gives.

5. Three times man-the and woman-the apart, (ka la), go can.

6. Two-the times and before they each-other, (iska), return-to

can. 7. Time third-that-but each-other not return-to can.

.8. Man-the three bonds time woman-the together divorce can.

9. If he way-that does, woman-the time after not return-to can.

English

1. The Muslim religion permits divorc-%. 2. The man who

divorces his wife must go to the 9E11. 3. The gadi performs

the divorce and gives the man a slip of paper indicating this.

14. Afterwards the man himself gives the paper to his wife.

5. A man and woman may be divorced three times. 6. The first

two times they can re-marry each other. 7. But the third time

they cannot re-marry. 8. A man may divorce a woman three, times

all at once. 9. If he does so he cannot marry her again.
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Questions

1. Is divorce permitted by Islamic law?

2. To whom must a man go in order to divorce his wife?

3. Who divorces the two people?

bt What does the gadi give to the man?

5 To, whom does the man give the paper?

6 How many times may a man and his wife be divorced?

7. What can they do after the first two times?

8. Can they be remarried after the third divorce?

9 How many, times may a man divor_ce his wife all at once?

10. Can he then marry her again?,
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LESSON it.

Literal

1. When-the man-the and woman-the they separated [to]

woman-the meher-her is given. 2. Meher-the [is] livestock or

money agreed-on when is-married. 3. Thing [i.e., it(meher)]

is paid if is separated and only is. 4. Woman-the she gets

meher-the even if she herself man-the refuses.

5. [At] times woman-the man-her leave can. 6. But way-that

difficult-is and small-is. 7. Sometimes sadi-the refuses that he

woman-the man-the from divorces. B. What-he strives [for]

woman-the must man-her to return. 9. However, (hose ahate),

aa_sa what shall he man-the that-he woman-his might-divorce refuses.

English

1. when a man and a woman separate, the meher is given to her.

2. The meher is the livestock or money agreed upon when they married.

3. The meher is paid only if there is a divorce. li. The woman gets

the meher even if it was she who refused the man (i.e., initiated

the divorce).

5. At times a woman can leave a man. 6. But that way i.s

difficult and rare. 7. Sometimes a aL,di may refuse to grant a

woman a divorce. 8. He strives to make her return to her husband.

9. However, a gadi seldom refuses to give a man a divorce.

1

1
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Questions

1. What does the woman get if she and her husband

are separated?

2. What is the meher?
7.

3. When is the meher agreed upon?

LI.. Is the woman given the meher if she herself

wants to divorce?

5. Do women sometimes divorce men?
. .

6. Is it difficult if a woman wants to divorce

her husband?
.

7. Why?

8. Is it often that a 222i refuses a man who wants to

untie his bond of marriage?



UNIT VIII

Clans or Tribes



Clans or Tribes

LESSON 1

Cation.

Kinship

Literal

1. [For] Somali -the part-their large that-they clan and

family be-numbered among very for [them] big is. 2. Man every

way-the he might participate [in] politics and relationship-the

he those other is having what-it tied-to-is [is] kin-his.

3. Somali-the place-the father-the through trace-descent.

4. Child-the every and Somali is-the must geneology-his learn.

5. When he man [who] rer bush is-the one other is met what-he

firsts and asks what branch-his [is]. 6. Way-the other is related-to

What-it very tied-to-is then amount-the they each-other to are.

7. However [in] towns-the clanism is.- diminishing. 8. [Among]

rer towns-the today Soma lism than strengthening-is clanism.

9. Way-the truth-the is, (i.e., in fact), [it is] bad-taste

that-he person rer the from born importance to put-on.

111-isla

1. For most Somalis their inclusion in a clan and family are

very important. 2. Everyone1s participation in politics and his

relations with others are tied to his kinship.

3. Somalis trace their descent through their father.

4. Every Somali child must learn his genoology.
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5. When a nomad meets another, first he asks what his line is.

6. They way they relate to each other (or treat each other) is tied

to how closely they are related.

7. However, in the towns clanism is diminishing. 8. Among

urbanized Somalis today Somali nationalism is becoming stronger

than kin ties. 9. In fact is is bad taste for a person to place

much importance on the rer in which one was born.

Questions

1. What is most important for most Somalis?

2. What is based on a man' s kinship?

3. How do Somalis reckon their ancestry?

4. What does every Somali child learn?

5. When one nomad meets another what is the first thing

he asks him?

6. Why?

7. Where is tribalism decreasing?

8. Where is Somalism increasing over clanism?
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LESSON 2

Caption

Literal: Groups

English: Clans

Literal

1. Somali-the six groups which big are-divided-into.

2. Those [are] Dir and Darod and Isaq and Hawiye and Digil and

Rahanweyn.

3. Dir-the and Darod-the and Isaq-the and Hawiye-the [are]

rers [who] move. 14. Dir-the where-they dwell [is] Republic-the

place northernmost wested and places [which in] Ethiopia are .and

[in] country-the Somali-the which French-the hold. 5. Isaq-the

where-they dwell north part-the Dir-the east to nexts town-the

&igavo-and west to nexts. 6. Darod-the [in] Republic-the

part-her middle and part-the northernmost easted they dwell.

7. [In] Ethiopia part-her [which] Ogaden is-called-and they are.

8. Hawiye-the river-the Shabele they around-are. 9. Darod-the

and Hawiye-the some-their where-they other which there living

are [in] place-the south river-the Juba nexts and [in] Kenya

place-her north. 10. Digil-the and Rahanweyn-the where they-

are-found [is] part-the Juba .and Shabele between. 11. Darod -the

and Hawiye-the southern rer [which] move not are. 12. Cattle

and crops they have. 13. Digil-the and Rahanweyn many are [are]

farmers.
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English

1. The Somalis are divided into six major clans. 2. These are

the Dir, Isaq, Darod, Hawiye, Digil and Rahanweyn.

3. They Dir, Isaq, Hawiye and Darod are pastoral nomads.

4. The Dir live in extreme northwest of the Republic and in part

of Ethiopia and in French Somaliland, 5. The Isaq occupy the area

in the north to the east of the Dir and west of the city of Erigavo.

6. The Darod occupy all the central and extreme northeast parts of

the Republic. 7. They are also in the Ogaden area of Ethiopia.

8. The Hawiye live mostly in the area around the Shabele River.

9. Some of the Darod and Hawiye also live to the south of the Juba

River and in northern Kenya. 10. The Digil and Rahanweyn are found-,

in the area between the Juba and Shabele. 11. The southern Darod

and ilawiye are not nomads. 12. They raise cattle and crops:

13. The Digil and Rahanweyn are chiefly farmers.

Questions

1. How many large groups are the Somalis divided into?

2. What are those divisions called?

3. Which of them are nomads?

4. Where do the X live?

5. Where else do some of the Darod and Hawiye live?

6. Where do the Digil and Rahanweyn live?

7. Are the southern Hawiye and Darod nomads?

8. What do they raise?

9. Are the Digil and Rahanweyn nomads?

10. What are they?
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LESSON 3

Caption,

Sab

Literal

1. Republic-the place her north what [there] is three clans

which small [are] and Sab known-as. 2. Those what-they are [are]

Midgan and Tumal and Yibir. 3. Sab-the not are nomads who animal

have or crops. II.. Either [by] craft-the hand-the from life-are

or they hunt. 5. Iron-the they hammer shoes-and they make hair-the-

and they cut. 6. Ti iron -the they hammer Midgans-the-and

shoes they make. 7. Work-their-that they takethe [it is] one [by]

Somali -the other disliked-is. 8. Sab-the often rer bush-the who

work-their need they accompany. 9. [In] towns-the-and shops they

own. 10. Some-their money much they get.

English

1. In the north of the Republic there are, three small clans

known as Sab. 2. They are the Midgan, the Tumal, and the Yibir.

3. The Sab are neither nomads who have animals nor farmers.

4. They live by either their hand crafts or hunting. 5. They are

blacksmiths, shoemakers, or barbers. 6. The Tonal are blacksmiths

and the Eidgan shoemakers. 7. The work which they do is disliked

by the other Somalis. 8. Often the Sab will accompany a nomadic

group .:dlich needs their services. 9. In the towns the Sab have

shops. 10. Some of them make a lot of money.
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Questions

1. How many Sab clans are there?

2, Are they large or small?

3. ,Where do the live?:

)4. What are .they called?

5. What is the work that they do?

=6. What. are the liidgan known as

7. What tare rthe:Turnal known as?

What -does the work that. the Sab do seem.*

likp to the _Somalis?

9.,Do the7Sab-move?_

; Whom do they accompany?

11. What do some .Sab: have ixi -town?,

12. Do some of them get _a lot of money?
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LESSON 4

Caption

Sab

Literal

1. Sab-the they self accompany they-and self is lived.

2. They and Somalis-the other work-the only together to brings.

3. Clans-the sab-the one each language ,heir it has. 4. Languages-

those language Somali -the to near-is but very from different-is.

5. Somali-the other languages Sab-the not know, Sab-the-but

language Somali -the they together know. 6. [Of] Sab-the Midgans-

the largest. 7. Clans-the Sab-the smallest-the-and [is] Yibirs-the.

English

1. The Sab associate and settle among themselves. 2. They and

the other Somalis are brought together only through work. 3. Each

of the Sab clans has its on language. 4. Those languages are close

to Somali but very different from it. 5. Other Somalis do not under-

stand the Sab languages; but the Sab all know Somali. 6. Of the Sab.

the Midgan are the largest. 7. The smallest Sab clan is the Yibir.

Questions

1. Do the Sab accompany other Somalis?

2. With whom do.they live?

3. What brings the Sab and the other Somalis together?

4. 'Which language do the Sab speak?

5. Are those languages close to Somali?

6. Do the other Somalis know the languages of the Sab?

7. Which other language do all the Sab know?

8. Of the Sab which are the largest?

9. Which the smallest?
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Caption.

Yibir

Literal

1. Yibirs-the not work. 2. Time woman-the becomes-pregnant
ocr

except and [it is a] thing small [that] Somali-the other Yibirs-the see.
.

3. Yibirs-the always find-out when woman-the becomes-pregnant and

one-their comes and*money requests. 14. Woman-the what-she be-able

can [is] she gives. 5. Thing-that given san....322an is called.

6. W'nen Yibir -the samanyo -the takes, token he leaves. 7. That

Yibirs-the other shows that-she woman-the samanyo-the paid:

8. Yibir-the person-the-and samanyo -the not refuses. 9. People-the

what-they think [is] that-he Yibir-the thing wounds. 10. What-the

fear [is] that-he child-the might-die if Yibir-the not thing is given.

English

1. The Yibirs do not work. 2. Except for the time when the

wife becomes pregnant it is rare for another Somali to see a Yibir.

3. The Yibirs always find out when a woman becomes pregnant and one

of them comes and asks for money*. 14. The woman gives what she can.

5. That which is given is called the samanyo.. 6. When a Yibir

takes the sam__a_z_n .he. lives a token. 7., That shows other Yibirs

that the woman has paid the samanyo. 8. A person does not refuse

the Yibir. 9. What people think is that the Yibir has the evil

eye. 10. What they fear is. that the child will die if the Yibir

is not given anything.
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Questions

1. Do the Yibir work?

2. Do other Somalis see the Yibirs?

3. When are they seen?

4. What does a Yibir come to a newly pregnant woman for?

5. How much does a pregnant lady give the Yibir?

6. What is what is given called?

7. What does the Yibir leave?

8. Why?

9. Do women sometimes refuse to pay the samanza?

10. What do people think about the Yibir?

11. If the Yibir isn't given to, what will happen

to the child who is to be born?
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LESSON 6

Caption

Yibir

Literal

1. What [there] is [is a] story [which] explains why-it

Yibir -tht, fee ere given when he son is- born. 2. Yibirs-the

ancestors-their M.H. what-he was [was] magician. 3. Day Sheikh

Barkhadle who elder Somali was who very known was [was] met

[by M.H.I. 4. M.H. Sheikh-the challenged in-order-to see tricks

more Sheikh-and he agreed. 5. Then M.H. mountain split and through

passed. 6. Two times mountain-that through passed. 7. Then time

third-the mountain-the entered, Sheikh B. [in] mountain -the blocked.

8. Y.i.birs-the then Sheikh B. blood-price-the [for] leader-their

asked. 9. Sheikh-the two between let-choose. 10. What between

they [were] let-choose [is] that-they hundred camels might -take

and that-they [for] son-the born payment-the might-take. 11. What-

they chose [was]. payment-the is.

English

1. There is a story which explains why the Yibir are paid a

fee at the birth of a son. 2. Mohammed Hanle, one of the ancestors

of the Yibir, was a magician. 3. One dm M.H. met Sheikh Barkhadle,

a Somali elder who was very well known. Li.. M.H. challenged the

Sheikh in order to see whose powers were greater, and the Sheikh

agreed. 5. Then M.H. sundered a mountain and passed through it.
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6. He passed through that mountain twice. 7. Then the third time

he entered the mountain, Sheikh Barkhadle trapped him in the

mountain. 8. Then the Yibir demanded .of Sheikh B. the blood-price

for their leader. 9. The Sheikh let them choose between two

alternatives. 10. They could take a hundred camels or a payment

for every son born. 11. The Yibir chose the payment.

Questions

1. Who was the ancestor of the Yibir?

2. 'What was he?

3. 'Whom did Mohammed Hanif meet one day?

4. Who was Sheikh Barkhadle?

5. To what did Mohammed Hanif challenge the Sheikh?

6. Why?

7. What did Mohammed Hanif command the mountain to do?

8. Then what did he do?

9. How many times did he pass through the mountain?

10. Wien he entered it the third time, what did

Sheikh Barkhadle do?

11. What happened to Mohammed Hanif?

12. What did the Yibir demand from the Sheikh?

13. What did the Sheikh do?

14. 'What choice did he offer them?

15. Which did the Yibir choose?
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INTRODUCTION

This Glossary combines the vocabulary from the Reader with that

from Beginning in Somali. Multiple cross references guide the student

from any one of several variant spellings to one which, has come to be

preferred and in some cases to more accurate analyses of the forms

which appear in the texts.

The original glosses were provided by the Somalis and then

checked with Abraham's Somali- English Dictionary (London, 1962).

The glosses finally used are a combination of those from our in-

formants and from Abraham.

This work does not pretend to be a dictionary of Somali. Conse-

quently, the glosses are just glosses, not dictionary articles, a min-

imum of grammatical information is provided, and the listing of items

is done in accordance with the needs of the student who is not familiar

with the etymological principles typical of the dictionaries of the

Semitic languages. We anticipate that the student will find this

glossary useful in deciphering Beginning and Reading.



GLOSSARY

Items are listed according to the following alphabetical order:
?ae.bcda.e.fghhi riclianopqrsiituuwxyz9

abbe

abe

abril

abtirsen

a

afrad

afrtn

ag

ahad

'fourth'

see afertan

'near, nearness'

'Sunday'

see abe

'father'

'April'

'geneology'

abtirso

abur

acnabi

'relate one's
geneology'

'create'

'foreign,

foreigner'

acid

al-

alab

albab

see ahad

lbe located'

'things, stuff'

'door'

acnbi see acnabi Allahu akbar 'Allah [is] greatest'

acuro

ad u

adag

adi

adim

'fee'

'very'

'difficult'

'you' (sg)

'call to prayer'

alol

ama

amar

ambil

(Arabic loan)

'mats (of reeds)'

'or'

'command' (verb)

'appeal' (jurisprudence)

(Arabic loan) amerika 'America'

aai

of

(verb)

'sheep -and- goats'

1. 'mouth'

amr

ani

see amar

afef

2. 'language'

(pl.)

agal

man

'hut, house'

'know'

afar 'four'
aqbal 'approve'

afertan 'forty'
aql see &lel

of goys 'Afgoil (town) aribai 'maize'

afr see afar
arag see arak



arak/arag

arb9a

arday

arim-

arimo

arli

aror

aros

arosed

asarar

askari

asur

awd

awow

awr

awar

axri

axriso

ayumba

alab

aladha

elf der

almewlid

samba

wan

a

1 see 1

'Wednesday'

'student'

'affair'

(pl.)

'country'

'morning, dawn'

'wedding'

'bride'

'argument'

'policeman'

'taxes'

'barricade,

block' (noun)

'grandfather,
ancestor'

'male camel'

(pl.)

'read'

'study, read'

'only'

see alab

see Sid 3

see 9id 3

see 9id 3

see ama

'day'
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b

badari 'Christian priest,

missionary'

badiye

bahan

u bahan

bahn

bah

bahso

baldi

barag

barliman

basgel

baya9mugtari

bad

beden

ka,...badan

bad°

boa

beam-

baatem-

behal

bah

ka bah

so behi

behso

belays

'interior, bush'

'need'

see bahan

see bah

see bahso

'bucket'

'learning' (verbal noun)

'parliament'

'bicycle'

'trade, trader'

sea'

'much, many, more'

'more than'

'become many, much'

'half'

'button' (noun)

'middle'

'animal'

'go outl; as plants
'grow' (go) out of the

soil; as tribes 'divide'
(go out) into divisions

'rise (the sun)!

'leave, escape'

'police'
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belly !Balih --shallow

reservoir'

banan Ipermitl(verb)

beg 'fear' (verb)

bar 'teach'

bari 'east'

baris 'rice'

bas 'bus'

baya

u baya 'turn, swerve'

bdih see bides.

ba see baa

baaan see baaam-

bediye see badiye

ber 'farm, garden,

plantation'

berato 'farmers'

berbera 'Berbera' (city)

beri

berked !catch-basin'

bero 'crops!

berri 'tomorrow'

bh bah

bhi see bin/

biyo 'water'

bIdih, 'left' (direction:

bin 'pay, rise (sun)'

'month'

b=low 'start, begin'

(verb)

b zloty- 'beginning' (noun

bin 'iron'

boa 'dust' (in the air)

bogOl 'hundred'

boclor 'king, sultan, chief'

borame !Boramal (town)

bost 'post' (of post office)

bciol see bociol

brawe 'Brava' (town)

bri see bari

brri see berri

bra 'brush'

bug 'book'

bugag (pl.)

buts 'full, be full'

buhi 'fill'

bur 'mountain, hill'

bur90 1Buracl (town)

buts see buh

bur9ad 'butter'

cacur

cad

cami9ad

cam9d

cam9iyada

canet

car

'brick'

'kind, sort, type'

'university'

see cami9ad

'council, legislature'

',Janet'

'cut, cut off!
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cab 'be broken, i.e.
become cheap'

caban 'cheap'

(See also cab)

cabuti 'Jibouti' (city)

camhuriya 'republic'

(Arabic loan)

carnal 'German, Germany'

cayna

cbi see cabi

cbuti see cabuti

cebi 'break'

cebiso 'defeat'

cent 'rend'

ka la ceti sunder

ceniwru see cenuwari

cenuwari, 'January'

cer 'hippopotamus'

cer see cir

ceri 'Jerry'

ceso 'face, turn'

ce9e1 'like, love'

cilal 'cold, dry

season'

cilib 'part of a tribe'

cia

cxgIgi 'Jigjiga' (town)

crlxb 'knee'

cabo cogso 'kneel'

cnu9e 'Friday'

cal time, period of time'

cir I be (exist)'

cog stay, be (in a place
at a time)'

cogso 'stop'

Ilbo cogso 'kneel'

cr see car

crmal see carmal

cuba I Juba, Giuba' (river)

culay 'July'

can 'June'

cue 'judge' (noun)

c9e1 see ce9e1

da? 'rain' (verb)

da? age' (noun)

dadal strive

daldalad hanging'

dalol 'fraction'

danbi 'charge' ( jurisprudence)

(noun)

daq pasturage

daqad 'window'

dar
darod (pl.)

dazed 'tin can'



dayer

dayurad

&bed

dabaded

debeto
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monkey

'airplane'

'after'

'afterwards'

derbi

ku darbi 'multiply by'

dereri 'shoo out'

deriqo 'order, sect' (noun)

'lesson' (Arabic loan)
'then, afterwards

Boris

dabeded see dabed
clerked 'mud house with

dabeqad 'floor, story' thatched roof'

dawled government (Arabic loan)dab ayl 'wind' (noun)

dad 'people'
de9ew 'male fox'

da9awo 'vixen' (used generically)
&gal 'war, battle'

da9awo see da9aw
dagalemo 'fight'

dbaqad see dabaqad
dal 'country, land'

dbayl see dabayl
delqad 'bond'

dbeto see dabad
dal9ed

debed 'outside'
dal9d see dal9ed

deg 'settle, live'
damaged 'celebration'

degao 'settlement'

dame9 'desire' (verb)

damb-

damb ay

dambe

'back'

'come after, be
behind, follow'

after, next,
later'

denier 'donkey

denier dibaded 'zebra'

dam9ay see dame9

danakil 'Danakil' ( tribe )

der 'dip, mix, put'

ku der add to

degdeg

deked

demur

demure

dereco

dermo

dewo

dgal

'quickly'

'port'

'tar' (noun)

'tar' (verb)

'rank'

'mot' (noun)

'medicine'

'see degal

dib 'tail'

dib qa1o9 ah 'scorpion'



dibeded

did

difa9a

dil

din

dirt

disember

dismbr

distor

chi

dir

disti

distiyo

dusud

dMbay

dmbe

dod

la dod

dog

doh

don

dor ans

doro

dorogod

dreywel
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'outside, i.e.,

not domesticated

'refuse, forbid'

'defense'

'hit, beat, kill'

'religion'

'make warm'

'December'

see disember

'constitution'

see dil

'send, export'

'metal pot'

(Somali pl.)

(Arabic pl.)

see daub-

see dembe

debate, assert'

'challenge, argue
compete'

'fresh grass'

'valley'

'want, desire,

need, require'

'let [someone]

choose [between],

'choose, elect'

'choice'

'driver'

drbi

drked

dsud

dukan

dukanwale

dumu

duq

dugs

duqow

dur

dus

ka dus

dubbe

dubbeyal

duhr

duhur

dukan

dukenwale

dul

dumer

duni

see darbi

see derked

see disti

'shop, store'

'shopkeeper'

'malaria,

'old [man]'

'elders'

see duq

'tall, bamboo-like grass'

'pass through'

'hammer'

(pl.)

see duhur

'noon'

see dukan

see dukanwale

'over, back, dorsal'

'women'

!world'

duw 'shift' (verb)

ka duwan 'different from'



a

aaaer

aaf

aah

aahoba

aawr

aa9

aegah

aeghan

aeh

aahey

ael

aelo

aeu-

aemay

aamaysti

aen

aen

aenan

aeq

eaplaha

ear
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see aer

'pass [by]' (verb

see aeh

'often'

'few'

1. 'fall'
2. thappen,befalll
3. 'set (as the

)1

'stone'

(pl.)

'spend the night'

see aeh

'give birth [to]'

'be born [of]'

'end, complete'

'be completel(verb

'settle [be ful?...

filled, completed]

(verb)

'complete, all'
(noun)

'drink (milk only)

(verb)

'sour' (verb)

'raise, rear' (verb

'finance'

'cloth, clothes'

aerer

aextar

aebutati

aeg

aeh

aehay

aerie

aer

aeray

aeri

agate

agh

an

aib

u aib

aibed

aig

all

aina9

aig 1

ka atg

ka la aig

axgo

aig 2

aig 3

anno

'height'

'doctor, hospital'

'deputy' (Italian loan)

'ear'

'center, middle, midst'

'be between'

'intermediate'

'tall, long'

'be fast, quick'

'clay cooking pot'

see anon

see anon

see aeh

'hand/entrust/give away to'

'dowry'

see aig

'small han' (see ham-)

'side'

'put, put down, settle'

(verb)

'unload, (put down from)'

'take apart, (put away from)'

'make' (an agreement)

'curved pole'

'teach'

'die'



arr

ars

ar91

u a191

aow

aowen

so aawaw

aowan

aowow

aowr

aqalaha

ar

au].

axtr

dg

la eg

u eg

eh

elbeb

eriya

ey

e

'trees'

'build'

'drop lower'

see also aa9

'near'

'recently'

'approach,

draw near'

See aow

see aow

see aawr

see aeoplaha

see aar

'land, earth'

see aexter

'look at'

'be equal to,

resemble'

'be /seem like,

be similar to'

'be partial'

'door'

'area'

(English loan)

'dog'
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fafiy

falalow

falastin

foal

faaiso

far

ferohe5a

farens

farensis

faseh

Lebruweri

febrwri

fenus

fenusyo

Les

foga

ficen

fia

'disseminate'

'magician'

'Palestine'

'be /remain seated'

'sit dawn'

'finger'

'the washing of the

fingerst(fero+hel+ta)

I France'

'French'

'leave, permission,
vacation'

'February'

see februwari

'lamp'

(p1.)

'cleaver'

(p1.)

'bowl'

see fud

fil 'expect' see fill

fill 'expect'

f 'rem aylands 'Virgin Islands'

fod

fog

foh

foror

'forehead'

I far

'incense'

'bow' (noun)
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foror so 'bow' (verb)

fosto 'tin, oil drum'

fostoyin (p1.)

frans see ferens

frelay 'rake'

fralayal (pl.)

frid 'wise, intelligent'

fua 'foot (measurement)

fia (pl.)

fuli 'perform, execute'

fu in 'mount, ride,
enforce'

fur 'open, disconnect,
divorce'

furin/furnin 'act of opening,
divorce'

furin see fur

furnin see fur

fur see fur

gab 'low, short'

gab en 'low'

gagab an (pl.)

gabi 'short'

gabn see gab en

gadid 'communication'

gaa 'reach'

gaai 'car'

gawaai (pl.)

gaaoa 'curdle (cow' s milk

only)'

gaaoaan curdled'

gagabn see gab an

gala 1. Galla: tribe in south-
eastern Ethiopia

2. non-Muslims

garad 'intelligence'

gebati initial payment'

gebea 'daughter, girl, maiden'

gal 'enter'

gelab afternoon, evening'

gelbed 'west'

gelol 'acacia tree'

gar 'dispute' (noun)

gero 'know'

ge5oj see gal

gawaai see gaai

ge9em- 'hand, arm'

ga9mo (p1.)

ged 'tree'

gel 1 see gal

gel 2 'camel'

gereg station'

ges horn'

gey send, lead'

gIdar 'wall'
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gib see galeb

gibed

go

goyn/goyxn

goynay

i go

gobol

gogol

goh

goni

gor

gorma

goreyo

goyn

goynay

gu

gdban

gadun

gur 1

gur 2

gurdon

gari

guris

gurso

see galbed

'cut'

infinitive

'arrange'

'cut to me, i.e.,
buy for me'

'region'

'lay something
out (on the
ground/floor)'

'decide'

'fact of being
alone, separate'

'time'

'what time, when'

'ostrich'

see go

see go

grainy season'

tGubans

'approve'

'move' (travel)

1. 'marriage'
2. 'marry' (verb)
see also gurso

'courting'

'house, home'

'moving' (noun)

'be married'

gurumeha

midob ey

gud

gudin

gudmo

gudn

guri

ha

ha hey

haben

baaIg

hal

ham-

han

hargaysa

hebas

haben

heblo

'United Nations'

'inside, interior'

'hatchet'

(pl.)

see gudin

see guri

'yes'

affirmative reply

see haben

see hearg

see hal

'vessel (for carrying

liquids)'

see ham-

see hargeysa

'dust' (on the surface)

'night'

'girls' (no sg.)

had 'time'

had iyo cir 'always'

hede

hedena

hedi

hedel

hediyed

'then'

'again'

'if'

'talk, speak'

'gift, present'



has

haaua

hagaci

hagag

hal l

hal 2

handerab

harad

harati

harag

harer

hargeys a

hose ahate

hawd

hawo

hay

hblod

hd

hdana

hdzyad

hdna

haa

hel

ku hel
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'remain'

sorghum'

I straighten,

arrange,
(develop)

'all right,

straight'

'camel'

'place (where)'

door bolt'

'thirst'

'kick' (verb)

'hide, skin;

'side'

'Hargeisa' (city)

'however'

laud'

'weather'

'have, keep, hold

see hablo

see had

see hadana

. see hadiy ad

see hadana

see haa

1. 'find'
2. 'obtain'

'agree'

hega

hen_

hgaciyo

hgag

hig

hilib

hIndiya

hndrab

ho

hogan

hor

hor ay

hos

hosay

hoy

hoyo

hrgaha

hub

hudel

habsi

hadig

haf is

hal

hamar

see hel

see hel (ku hel)

see hagaci

see hagag

'inch'

'meat'

'India'

see handarab

'here'

'halter'

front, first, before'

'before, first'

'below, under'

'be below, under'

'shelter' (verb)

'mother'

see hareg

'weapons'

'hotel, restaurant

'imprisonment'

see hadig

'office'

'fine, compensation'

Mogadishu or whole
Southern Region



hamr

haran

has

hebag

heb age

hebegi

had

hag

hegah

hel

henano

heqoq

hbagi

hbag

Maga

hd

help

hecz

her 1

her 2

Ica her

hg

rigg

see hamar

something
prohibited'

family I

"resin, putty'
(noun)

'resin, putty'

(verb)

I Ethiopians'

'boundary'

'place (direc-
tion) where'

I a season of
the year'

'wash'

care (noun)

'justice'

see habegi

see habag

see Waage

see had

'coast'

'hold, support'

'agreement,
traditional law'

'surround'

see hag

see hag

hig

hizbi

hIcaz

hia

hiaia

hiaiasen

so hia

hIg
ka hIgsi

higta

AIsab

Nita

ruaano

hog

hogi

holo

horiyad

hqoqda

hukum-

hukumi

hum-

humado

humpy

see h ig

'political party'

Hejaz I( area in W. Arabia)

'shut, tie, link,
lock, close' (verb)

'something linked,
relations' (noun)

'linked' (adj.)

'put on, wear'

'be near, be next to'

I do next'

'kin'

'mathematics'
(Arabic loan)

'even' (Arabic loan)

see hanano

'strength'

'strengthen, become strong'

'animals ( domesticated),

livestock, wealth'

freedom'

see heqoq

'government'

'govern'

'bad, evil'

'become bad;

'be/become bad'
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LiL3...:i iglan 'England'

i 'me, to me' 'la 'to, up to, until'

ibi 'buy, sell' ilahay 'God'

ibso 'buy for oneself' 'laid 'look after'

intiram 'respect' ilawo 'forget' (from ?low)
(Arabic loan)

ilme 'child'
it 1.,spring, well' am (pl.)

2. 'eye'

imago 'coming'
Imam 'imam, (Arabic word)

(verbal noun)
(leader of prayers)

imay turd' (town)
iman 'come'

imi 'come,
in- 'that' (conj.)

roan 'son'
zmika see iminka

is 'self' (reflexive
Imlsa see nuisa

pronoun)
mardka 'now'

isu 'together'

liana 'how much, how many'
ispanig 'Spanish'

Iii 'part of any whole,
itobiy- 'Ethiopia, period of time'

itobiy- see itobiy- :man 'girl, daughter'

iya(du) 'she'

iya(gu) 'they'

iyo 'and'

iyo meleha , about 'Lit: I and

{such] places'

xdaha

xdxn

I sheep I (pl. )

'you' (pl.)

Irian 'boy,

memo (pl.)

ingris 'English'

ingris see ingris

inkasta 'although'

inma see men

inn see men

inn see man

is see is
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Ise(ga) 'he'

Isgul see iskul

xskul 'school'

xskulka 'police academy!

beleyska

Islam 'Islam'

isnin 'Monday'

isticodo 'wash one's

crotch' 3rd. sg.
masc. subj.
(Arabic loan)

zstrglal 'independence'

istimalo 'might use'

(Arabic loan)

xsu see is

Italia 'Italy'

rived see iya(du)

k

ka Preposition.

Meaning varies.

kadi 'urinate'

kaley 'come' (imp.)

kale 'other'

kalif- 'force'

kalsoni 'confidence'

kasti see kest

ka9 'stand, stand up'

see also ki9i

keb 'shoe'

kehey

kelmed

keImedo 'words'

kembeni 'company'

ker 'be able, can'

kereni 'clerk'

'drive (a vehicle)'

keri 'cook'

kerso 'cook for oneself'

kest- 'any, each'

keyn 'forest'

kb . see keb

kebed iroofmatt

kebdo (pl.)

kehe 'drive, push'

keli

keli dh 'only'

ken

keriyora 'wheelbarrow'

keriyoneyal (pl.)

! Kenya'

kiniy- see kiniy-

kir 'lease (to someone)'

kireyso 'rent' (to take a
lease from someone)

kiria town name; birthplace
of Mohammed Abdulla
Hassan



kismayo Chismaio I (town) konfvred 'southern'

ki9i 1. 'raise' konton 'fifty'

2. 'stand (some-
thing) up' kor 1 'grow (humans)'

3. 'happen'
see also ka9 kor 2 'above' hence 'north'

kalamIter 'kilometer'
_kore 'higher'

i

kalamItr see kIlamItar
korai put in, dip'

kalai 'teapot'
koroaso 'increase'

kilaai (pl.) kow/kob 'one'

ka9I see ki9i kr see kar

klas 'class' kreni see kareni

kob 1 'cup' kristan 'Christian'

kobab (pl.) ku 1 Preposition.

kob 2 see kow
Meaning varies.

koban
ku 2 'you' (object pronoun)

ka koban lone by one, kug 'cook' (noun)

consist of
kugag (pl.)

koa 1 'coat'
kuli 'unskilled laborer,

koaaa (pl.) coolie'

koa 2 'court' kulm- 'meet'

kofiyed 'hat' kuma 'who?'

kol 'time' kuli 'all'

kolka 'at the/that time'
kulul 'not'

(with many English
time expressions)

kun 'thousand'

kolay 'basket'
kuntn see konton

kolorado 'Colorado'
kursi 'chair, seat'

kon 'corner'
(Arabic loan)

kurasi (pl.)

konfr see konfur

konfur 'south'
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la 'with'

la+ see la?

la? 'lack' (verb)

la? an 'without'

laba I two '

labad 'second'

labatan ' twenty '

labatn see labatan

laha see leh

lakin 'but'

lam- !branch'

lama (pl.)

las9nod 'Las Anod' (town

.lehayn negative infini-
tive of leh.

leh 'sheep' (sg.)

leyd 'light!

le9og 'money, price!

leben !brick'

ledehay see leh

legtahay see eg

leh 'have' (verb)

li?ano 'because'

libah 'lion'

lihi negative of leh
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lin ' orange !

lth 'six'

lIhden ' sixty '

lIhdn see lrhden

lis 'milk' (verb)

lo? ' cattle I

loh !board, plank'

lokal gab erman 'local government'

lug 'leg, foot!

lul 'shake' (verb)

luqluq ' gargle I

19g see le9ag

E
ma 1 question marker

ma 2 negative marker

mac lis 'seat (of an assembly) '

mag9 see mege9

mandi ' Mandi'

malikamad ' court'

mal 'milk [verb] (with in-
tent to use the milk
obtained from the animal. )

maim I day, daytime'

ma3mo (pl.)

manta ' today '

mar c 'March'



marsa 'port' marka 'Merka, Merca' (town)

maeul 'responsibility' marodi 'elephant'

maxayed icoffeeshopl mas 'snake'

maya 'no' masacId 'mosque'

madah 'head' maxsin 'room'

see also maqsrnmadow 'black'

m )yar 'mayor'meg 'blood-price'

maya 'wash' (verb)
magalo 'town, city'

mayaah 'inner bark ofmage9 'name'
the galol'

maka 'Mecca' mayl 'mile'

males 'trowel' me9amil 'relate to (someone),
malesyo (pl.) treat'

malyun 'million' ma9alim- 'teacher' (Arabic loan)

(English loan) ma9alrmin (pl.)

mal9amad 'Quranic school' mdzg see midig

mancarfad 'shovel' (noun) mdob- see madow

mandareg 'pick ax' meheri 'act of marrying'

mandaragyo (pl.)
mel 'place'

mansun 'monsoon' melod (pl. after number)

maqr/b 'dusk' melaha 'perhaps, maybe'

mega 'the place' (mel+ta)mum 'room'

mega see mel
mar 1 'pass; traverse'

mey 'May'
mar 2 'time'

marka 'when, then, [at] mgalo see magalo

the /that time'
mid 'one

maraykan 'American' la mid 'same'

marsa 'minutes' miqiyas 'measuring tape or chain'

miqiyasyo (pl.)
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mis 'table'

raises (pl.)

mise see miss

misen 'scales'

misr 'Egypt'

migar 'saw' (noun)

miyi 'bash, interior'

mid see mid

mIdig 'rightl(direction)

mxlxteri 'soldier'

milyen 'million',

(English loan)

min...xla Ifrom...to...'

mInared 'minaret'

mIndi 'knife'

miss 'or, but'

migIgan 'Michigan'

mxsrgn see mI5Igan

mx9in 'importance'

mi9rac 'feast of Moham-
med's temporary
ascension into
heaven.'

mleha see mel

mles see males

mlha see mel

mncrfd see mencerfad

mndarq see mandarag

mod 'think, believe'

moqdigo 'Mogadishu' (city)

moyane 'except'

moyi 1 'other than'

moyi 2 'I don't know'

(a reply only)

mr see mar

mraykn see maraykan

mrxa see maria

mrka see marka
or mar 2

madu see mudo

mus 'banana'

'wages'maaharo

mu9ahad 'treaty'

mudo 'approximate period
of time'

muhim 'important'

mule9 'lizard

muqdigo see moqdigo

rourayad 'mirror, eye glasses'

murabe9 'square'

'Moslem' (sg. and pl.)

musmar 'nail'

mxsin see maxsin

m9alimin see ma9alrm-

m9alIn see ma9eina-
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-na land' o conjunction

nag 'woman' oday 'old man'

nabad 'peace' oaan 'to say, call'

nadif 'clean' ogaden 'name of a part

(Arabic loan) of Ethiopia'

nasib 'luck' ogada see ogo 2

neyrobi 'Nairobi' ogo 1 'find out'

ne9ab 'dislike' ogo 2 Mountain range

nbd see nabed ogol 1 agree'

ogolow 1. 'accept,' i.e.,
nebi 'prophet' I agreed to

i

2. 'allow,' i.e.,
nef 'a single head 1 accepted' and

of livestock' therefore

nicar ' carpenter '
1 acceptable 1

la is u ma 'it is not permitted'

mut- 'mans ogol ah

niman (pl.) wa la u ogol 'it is permitted'

nol 'act of living'

nogehay 'you live'

(nol+tahay)

nolol 'life'

nog° 'go back, return'

nadhay see nol

nog 'kind, sort, type'

no9e9 (pl.)

no9a9yo (pl.)

no9yo (pl.)

nsib see nesib

nured Ilimel(chemical)

nerd see wired

nusul ' downhill'

yahay

ogost 'August'

ogtobar ' October '

ogtobr see ogtober'

om- 'thirst'

omen 'be thirsty'

omen 'desert'

orod 'run'

orur 'groups'

AMII,11111,

p

pis kor 'Peace Corps'

polis see belays
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qabil 'tribe, clan'

qaba?il (pl.)

qabo

qabso

qad

gado
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qah

qal

qalal

'move out'

'kill, slaughter'

'dry up'

1. 'take, hold; clam 'pen, pencil'
seize, catch,lift'
2. 'betake, qalimo/qalmo (p1.)
take to'

3. 'be held to,'
e.g., 'married'

'take,' etc. 'for
oneself'

1.'take, hold'
2.'lift, carry'

'take' etc.'for
oneself'

qadifed 'carpet'

qal 'quarter

a slaughtered
animal)' (verb)

qali 'expensive'

(Arabic loan)

qalisan 'expensive'

u qalisan 'expensive'

qalisan see qali

qalisn see gall

qalrn see qalIn

qalmo 'be quartered'

qar 'some portion'

qabelyad

qabaw 'cold'

qabociso 'make cold for
[someone]'

qadi 'give nothing
to eat'

qalo9 'crooked'

qanso 'bow' (verb)

qarni 'century'

qesabed 'pipe'

qesdi 'aim, intention'

qesidi see qesdi

qes9ad 'tin can'

qayb 'division'

qayba 'learn, memorize'

qaybi 'divide'

qaybi 'cut' (noun)

qbob see qebew

qful see quful

clime/gin° 'price'

qiyas 'measure' (verb)

qod 'dig'

qodah 'thorn'

qof 'person'

qoled 'cubicle, branch, line'

qor 3. 'write'
2. 'enroll, enlist'
3. 'trim, form, shape'
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qororoh 'small stones,
crushed rock'

qosol laugh, laughter

qog 'mis together'

qoyen 'wetted'

qs9a.d see qes9ed

quran IQuran/Koranl

qua 'act of being
alone

qua ah I alone, only'

quful 'lock' (noun)

qura90 'eat breakfast'

ra?is

ra?isal

reyislah

'head'
(Arabic loan)
ra?is, theadt+
Arabic article

ra?is leh, ghead
having; barbershop'

ra?isal . see ra?is

ra?isnirnad 'headship,
presidency'

rabgad 'trouble'

rasin 'actual'

ra9 1. 'go with,
accompany'

2. 'herd(animals)'
ra9an

isku ra9an 'agree'

ra9an see ra9

rob 'want'

.rag 'men'

rak9ad 'portion of a prayer'
(Arabic)

remadan 'Ramadan'

rar 'load'
ku rara 'loaded onto'
u rar 'tote'

rayialah see ra?is

rb see rab

rg see rag

rer

r. gura
r. magal

r. miyi

'group linked by kin-
ship; part of a tribe;
family group'
'r. [which] moves;nomads'
'r. [of the] town;

urbanites'
' r . [of the] bush; nomads'

ri 'goat' ( sg. )

riyo (pl.)

rih 'push'

rici 'pair..'-' (noun)

rinciye 'paint' (verb)

rob 'rain' (noun)

rodol 'pound'

rodal (pl.)

ruba9 quarter (noun)

rub9 see ruba9

ruh 'person'

run 'truth'

rug 'Russian'
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sabsan

sabun

sagal

sagas an

samanyo

san

san90

saq

saq aerie

sar 1

sax. 2

sar 3

saray

sare

saxrama

saynis

sa9ad

sa9d
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'refer (s) to'

'soap'

'nine'

'ninety'

'fee paid to
the Yibir'

'hidel(noun)

'craft'

'sleep'

'midnight'

'take out, depart'

1.'put in or on'

2. 'levy (taxes)'

'on, top, above'

'be on, on top of,

above'

'high:

'become drunk'

see saynis

'hour, clock,
watch(timepiece)'

see sa9ad

sa9udi arebiya 'Saudi Arabia'

sabab

sabred

sebti

sadah

sadahad

treason, cause'

( crow- )bar

'Saturday'

three

'third'

sef

sahib

sekaro

salad

selasa

semay

semays

sembil

same

semo

sened

sand

senduq

sanaduq

saga

scribed

serif

sayid

saynis

sbrd

sbti

sddh

seh

seho.

seked

sekd

'line'

'friend'

Idikdikt

'prayer' (Arabic loan)

'Tuesday'

'do, make'

'formation'

'basket'

see semay

'heavens: (Arabic loan)

'year'

see send

'box'

(pl.)

'roof'

'meat market'

1. 'change (money)' (noun)
2. 'change (money)' (verb)

'sir,' a respectful term
of address

'science'

see sabred

see sebti

see sadah

'sleep'

'sleep'

'block (of street)'

see sekad
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sgal see sagal sigar 'cigarette'

sgagn see sagagan sihin 'liquid fat processed
from butter'

shib- . see sahib

si 1 'give (to)'

sisan 'offer'

si 2 'way, how'

si 3 'away' (particle

used with verbs)
See also so

si 4 lin order that,
so that'

si...0 see si I.

sidded see sided

siddetn see sided

sided 'eight'

sidetan 'eighty'

sirwal 'pair of trousers'

serawil (pl.)

sisen see si 1

sisn see si 1

siyasad 'politics'

ST see Si

sibea 'cement'

sxba see sibea

sibtamber 'September'

sxbtmbr see sibtember

sided see sided

slasa see selasa

sme see samay

snaduq see sanduq

so particle indicating
action toward or for
the benefit of the
speaker or some third
person

sod 'vote' (noun)

sodan !Sudan'

sodon 'thirty'

soh 'braid, plait! (verb)

som- 'fast' (verb)

somalinimad 'Somalism'

so9

ka la so9m- !separate! (verb)

so9man see so9

so90 !go, move, walk,proceed'

iska so90 !betake oneself!

sq see saq

sqf see sagef

srawil see sirwal

sre see sar 3

sribad see saribad

srifi see serif



su?al

subeh

suldanimad

sulihiyya

sum-

suman

suq

sured

subeg

sug

suddn

suhul

surwel

swiyad
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'question' I gari9ad

(Arabic loan)
ga9bi

'morning'

(Arabic loan)

sultanship

one of the sub-
groups of Sufic
Islam.

:belt:

(pl.)

'market'

:sura:

:ghee:

'wait' (verb)

see sodon

'elbow'

see sirwal

'level' (noun)'

s9udi arebiya see sa9udi

gaa

gaaaa
'shirt'

(pl.)

gah 'tea'

:yesterday:galey

ganao 'sieve'

ganaoyIn (pl.)

garah :explain:

(Arabic loan)

Sabel

gebele

gen

'citiznery'

(Arabic loan)

'leopard'

'Shebele, Scebeli' (river)

'five:

gage 'work' (noun)

.gavy/geqey 'work' (verb)

ku geqey 'work for'

geqoyin 'work, business, job:

see also guqul

gaxsi

gaPc

geg

geko

geyx

gil

sine

gam

giln

sir

giraq

gley

gn

goki

gqey

:personal:

1. 'Sheikh' (town)
2. title (personal)

'tell'

'story'

see geyx

'fry'

'Chinese'

'shillings'

see gain

'meeting, assembly,
council'

'canvas'

see galey

see gen

'police station'

see gage
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Sub see sub

Sub

gurpl

t

tabsi

tabego

tag

tal

u tal

tala 1

tala 2

taleh

tarix

taxsir

tab

'pour'

'an investment
of labor or com-
mitment'
see also sage

'touch (forehead
to ground) (verb)

! touching' (noun)

'cause to stand
up, raise'

I decide'

'control'

Idecision,matter,
problem'

see al

'Taleh' (town)

1. 'history'
(Arabic loan)

2. 'date' (noun)

'fine' (noun)

!power, skill'

tag !go'

is tag 'go away'

ka la tag !go apart,

separate'

talyani

tamanao.

tarcuben

'Italian'

tomato'

'interpreter'

tereyn

te9lin

teneg

tg

ticarad

timo

tir 1

tir 2

tiro

tirsen

tirsanad

'train'

'learning, education'

'tank, tin' (English loan)

see tag

'trade, commerce'

'hair'

see tiri

'count, compute'

'a counting, a number,
a quantity'

'counted'

'a census, listing'

ku tirsanad 'be counted among'

tiri

ka tiri

tir

tiro

tirsanad

tilman

tImir

tlyani

tam'

toben

tobnad

todoba

todobaten

todobad

'prop, support' (verb)

'represent'

'pillar, post' (noun)

see tir 2

see tir 2

'explain,' by exten-
sion 'give directions'

'dates'

see talyani

see twar

'ten'

'tenth'

'seven'

'seventy'

'a seventh, 'i.e. 'a week'



tog

tos

traynis

trcuben

tulo

tum-

tun

tuma

tus

tuban

tubn

tuddba

tudduba

tuddubatn

tuka

tuko

tukaa

tukenay

tuki

tukan

tuki

tuko

tuma

tun

turki

tus

'river'

'arise, get up'

trainees

see tarcuben

'village'

'hammer, beat'
(verb)

'hammer' (noun)

'who? 1 (fem. )

'show'

see toban

see toban

see todoba

see todoba

see todobatan

'pray'

'pray'

*engaged in
praying*

*pray*

'lead in prayer'

see tuka

see tuka

see tuka

see tuma

see tum-

°arks'

see tus
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ubell

udub

udbo

u.gaao

umad

ur

urka lehi

uroyso

ureyso

urur

ururi

ururi

wa

waczb

ku wac/b

wada

wadad

wager

wa in-

waliba

walid

waled

preposition, meaning varies

'flowers'

'pole'

(pl.)

'hunt. (verb)

'nation'

'stomach'

'have the stomach;
i.e., lbe pregnant.

'become pregnant'

see ur

1. 'assemble* (verb)
2. 'council'

' collect

see urur

'incumbent on, com-
pulsory, obligatory'

'together'

'religious man/leader'

'fence off'

'must'

deach'

'parents' (Arabic loan)

see walid



war 1 'yardl(measure)

war 2

wawayn

wayo

wed

wadan

wado

wadoyin

waddo

weddoyIn

wah

wahyal

'report, news,

information'

see weyn

'why'

'drive (a-vehicle)

'country'

'path, road,

street'

(pl.)

see wado

see wado

'thing'

(pl.)

waha la ka yaba see yab

wahba

wahoga

wal ba

wala

walahi

'nothing'

'some, a few,

a little'

'every'

contraction of
walahi

'by Gods, rea11,50.

indeedil

walal 'sibling

walalka 'brother'

walaga 'sister'

wali

wanagsan

warabe

warabi

see well

'good'

'hyena'

'give water to'

I

wareg

warqad

wastad

waxti

waydi

u waydi

waydiso

wayn

wayo

waysaysi

weberi

weci

well

weyn

whba

w1oga

wil

wiyIl

wizara

wIsxx

wlal

wnegsn

woqoyi

wqoyi

wrqad

wsdad

wxti

1. 'change'
2. 'turn'

'paper'

'mason'

'time' (Arabic)

'ask'

'make [a] request'

'ask'

see weyn

'fail'

'act of ritual washing'

'pre-dawn twilight'

.(from wa bar' i)

'face'

'yet, still, always'

Ibigs

wee wehba

see we1oga

'boy, son'

'rhinoceros'

'minister* (Arabic loan)

'dirt'

see welal

see wanagsen

'north'

see woqoyi

see warqed

see wastad

see waxti



x

xad

xadad

xamis

xansir

xas

xusus

xususen

xususi

xelad

xamri

xd

xmis

xori

xususen

xudrad

yab

yaba

la ka yaba. 'be likely,
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'ink,handwriting'

(pl.)

'Thursday'

'pork'(Arabic loaxl)

'special' (noun)

(pl.)

lespecially,mosti

'someone special,'
i.e., a wellborn
person, member of
an elite

'error, mistake'

'alcohol'

(Arabic loan)

see xad

see xamis

'gulf,straits,etc:

see xas

Ifruit,vegetables1
(Arabic loan)

Isurprise,wonder'

'cause surprise'

yarad

yellas

yer

yaryar

'bride price'

'crocodile'

'small'

(pl.)

yeren

yerani

yere

yerow

yereni

yere

yerow

yea

yiaando

yr

yryr

zayla9

zunuc

gab

9abis

9abud

gad 1

9adad

gad 2

9adan

9adan

'made small'

'diminish'

'a little, somewhat'

'become small,

see yer

see yer

see yer

:call by shouting'

see oaen

see yer

see yer

,Zeilal (town)

'Negroes'

drink' (verb)

'drinking' (noun)

1. 'worship'
2. 'practice Lone's

religion],

'custom'

(pl.)

'white'

1. 'whitened'
2. 'clear'

see gad 2
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9adowa lAdowal (town in

Ethiopia)

9afimad 'good health'

9alamed 'sign, token'

9alemosar 'coronation'

9ano 'milk'

9anoha aeyda 'fresh milk'

9aro

9asimed

9ago

9awi

9awr

9edel

9edey

9edmed

9edow

9ed9ed

9egag

9elem-

9019ali

9embe

9emud

garbed

'spider'

'capital'

'day'

'help, support'

(verb)

'wound' (verb)

'Adal' (ancient
(kingdom)

1. 'tree whose
twigs are used for
toothbrushes'

2. Iteethcleaningl

'Aden'

'enemies'

'sun'

'can't walk on

sharp ground'
(verb)

'leaf'

see 9eli

'mango'

'Amoudl (town)

'Arab'

9erur

9es

9eser

9ewl

9aws

9rwses

9ayn

9eynke

9d

9dm-

9eb

9e1

9eli

9e19eli

ka 9eli

ku 9eli

u 9eli

9erigabo

9id 1

9id 2

IchildTen1 (collective)

'red'

'afternoon' (Arabic loan)

'gazelle'

,grassl

'mats (of grass)'

'kind, sort, manner,

'what kind?'

see gad 2

see 9admed

'bad taste, shame, scandal'

'well'

'repeat'

1. 'divert from'
2. 'protect'

'return, replace, restore'

'keep away from, prevent,

protect'

'Erigavo' (town)

'sand, soil'

'person'

9id 3 'Islamic holiday'

9id ander ,end of Ramadan'

9id elmewlid 'Mohammed's birthday'

9id,elad1 a 'two and a half months
after the end of Ramadan'

9ilaqadi

9inabo

'relations' (Arabic loan)

'Ainabo' (town)
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9iyar ;play; (verb)

911 see 91ga

9iIma ;knowledge;

91ga 'dinner time, eve-

ning mealtime;
(Arabic loan)

9lbeb see albab

901 *amyl

9rrur see 9arur

9s see gas

9sr see 9asar

9go see 9ago

9unto see 9un

9udur .sickness,

9un ;eat; (verb)

9unis *eating; (noun)

9unto ;food;

9usub ;news


